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THE ROLE OF THE
TRMZmTES IN THE
MllYWEAPOUS STRIKES

General Strike
By W l Z U M F. D U W 3
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FOREWORD

HE

two militant strikes of truck drivers and

heIpers in Minne-

T
ap,,n
May an,
-d
in
m a t pressing form
the q u ~ ' mof the relations btween the Farmer-Labor
govJd~have

the

state

ernment, headed by Governor Floyd Bjornsterne Olson, and the

labor movement.
The question arose in a particuIrIy sharp form in the secand
strike-although it was present h the first strike and of basic mategic importance at: that time. It came up because the Minneapolis
Trades and Labor Assembly was and is dominated by O b n sup
porters who hold official positions in the trade union movement,
Both strikes invdved seven1 thousand newly organized workers,
and their wives and families. Buth strikes had great popular support.
In bDth strikes the workers coilducted themselves with the greatest
rwIutenes, heroism, and discipline. Up to the time Governor Olson
sent in his troops and declared martial law, the strikers defeated thc
employers. They succeeded in the mass picketing, which was aided
by great numbers of other warken and unemployed mobilized
through the Unmployment Councils and the Communisr Party, and
i.the phlsicaI combats with the &ice and other armed forces of
the employers. Truck transportation moved only with the permission of the strike committee.
It is an axiom of working class sauggle that the better the
organidon of the workers' forces and the higher their morale,
the greater is the guilt of the leadership for not obtaining the maximum resulrs in tbe given circumstances, or for an actual defeat.
The Trotzkyite leadership of Truck Drive= and Helpers
Union 5 74 cannot swear themselves loose from this gudt. Neither
can they excuse their defeatist strategy and tactics by pleas of i g n ~
rance, Nor can they say that they were not warned of tbe congequences to the truck drivers and the labor movement as a whole
of their taIeration (to put it mildly) of Governor Olson and his
d c i a l instrments in the Trades 'and Labor Assembly.
In estimating the extant of the Trotzkyie trifling with and
1

ignoring of the most fundamental question of the h h r and revoIutionary movemen+that of the
character of the government
in any given e+we
must keep in mind that this gentry pose as
revolutionists. They pretend to be far more crrevolutionary" than
the Communist Party, They take the l e d in slandering and vilifying Communists and the Communist International among more
advanced workers. Furthermore, before the Minneapolis strike, they
chimed they had discovered the magic method by which revolutionists
could work in the American Federation of Labor unions without
coming into decisive elasha with "conservative" officialdom.
They sneered at the Communists who declared that the e x p u r e
of and struggle against the bureaucracy were necemry if the rank
and file in any struggle was not to be confused, discouraged and
betrayed.
The Trotzkyim laughed off all proposals to make clear the true
anti-working class role of Governor Olson in the fim strike. Even
when he had the Nationd Guard under arms these leaders kept
their mouths shut.
From the very beginning, it was most necessary to prepare the
workers for Olson's later military att8ck. This attack was sure to
come if the truck driven and their working c h supporters presscd
f orwaxd their demands and mass struggle for union recognition,
higher wages, and better working conditions. Yet these Trodkyites, although they daim t o be revolutionists, did not remind the
workers of what Marx and Engels wrote of the role of government: NThe Sta-t
is the executive committee of the ruling

class."
In the first strike, in May, the Trotzkyite leaders, working closely
with Olson's henchmen in the Trades and Labor Assembly, discouraged a general mike for which large numbers of workers and
their unions were ready and had in fact already voted.
They signed a "truce" with the employers while Olson kept his
troops mobilized. T h e truce turned out to be the end of the strike.
It was hailed as a "victory" by the Trotzkyite p r e s and by the
o f f i d labor press.
T h e Trotzkyites wrote long articles in their press denouncing
Communist critics of their conduct of the strike. They edged their
4
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way into "liberal" publications with glowing encomiums for themsly slanders of the "Stalinites", of the "official Com-

selves and
munists".

But the victory was a hollow one, as the Communists pointed
out. The empIoyers, and Olson, having carefully observed the
tactiw of the T r o t ~ ~ t e and
s , having made their own estimate of
the caliber of thw leaders, arrived at the conclusion that it was not
nee-ry even to comply with rhe f orrnat terms of the 'Itdement".

They ref used to increase wages, they d h k i n a t e d against union
members, they refused to abide by working d c s or c&ficatiolls
of cmp1oyecs.
They wanted another strike--9 showdown. The union was fwcd
to strike; but the probabiliq of victory Iog with the truck drivers.
The arbimry attitude of the Citizens' Alliance and the cmpIoyers
generally had placed large sections of the pplatiopl on the side of
the workers, and the working dm as a whdc was ready to suppwt
their stmgglc.
From the outset, knowing that Olson and his troops would, if
necewry, be used to decapitate the strike, the employem, the Minneapolis chief of police, and the Citizens' Alliance dtb'berately provoked the workers. Early in the *,
acting under & m shoot
to hi given them by Chief of Police J o h m e , @ice sha into
unarmed pickkilling two and wounding fifty or more.
O h promptly brought in the trocp. He declared m&
law
and authorized the issuing of permi& for the moving of t r u c k
Something likc 4,000 permits were issuedLreabg the strike. A
sham battle went on between Olson and the Citizen's Alliance but
the main objective had been reached--the conduct of the strike
was taken out of the hands of the unions,
Governor O h ' s troop raided the headquarters of L d
Union 574 and m a t e d something like two hundred Eaders and
active members. These were placed in a milimy stockade, and
brought before military courts.
It was not until dlaw was declartd that the T r o w &
leaders began to criticize Olson, Even then their cririciems were

mild, tempered and

eclectic.

Their daily 0 5 di I e publication was edited by one, Solow,

s h d recently one of the editors of the M~florakJ o u d and a stiII
more recent Traukyite acquisition, It had the crust to declare in a
fitst page editorial-af tm martial law bad been declared-that "the
sde responsibility for martial law in Minneapulis rests on the shoi~lders
of the empl.ym''. (Our emphasis.) No respwsihlity on Obo~r,the
g o v m who imt hi 6htroops u d who ii their cornmud&-ckf !
Even nfter martial law was in force, Galdman, the Trtzkyite
lawyer from Chi~qgo,was declaring at Minneapolis mass meetings
that Olwn was a product of contending elas forccs, that he had
haitated, that he had gone to the Right and ta the Left, etc., "hut
that as long as he goes to the Left we will support him", et cctcra,
ad nauseum !
Why did the Trotzkyites lay off Olson? Ignorance? They
know better. They laid off Olson because they wcrc afraid to
break with his henchmen in the Trada and Labor k m b l y and
appeal to the rank acd file over their headwas the longshoremen's
leaden did in San Francisco and ather West Coast ports. They
thought they could treat with these people, They did, and they
treated away the truck drivers' strike and the gencrnl strikc 'that soas
necessary

to

drive out the troops and w h the strike.

Only when it was too late, when the worki~gc b fnl~ceswcre
confused and partidly demoralized, did the Trotzkyite leaders raise
the question of "a 48-hour sympathy strike".
On thc ct:rcr hand, t k c Co~:munkt T x t y pasirinn on the role of
Governor Ofson and the middle clnsa Farmer-Labor adminimtion
that serves the inrerests nf capitalism in its fight against the workh g class has been shown by life itself to he correct,
But onc instance is needed to pnlvc this contention:
Only in MinneapoIjs has a labor officiaIdoin dared to take the
position o@Iy that the =]:ding: in of trwps, the declaratilrn of
martial law, thc raiding r ~ fr ~ n i ~headquarktr,
n
mass arrests hy the
military, and the issuance n f military permits to employers, h:td
for their purpose the winning of the strike fnr the union!
This is what is acrually peddled by the Minneapolis labor officialdom ; T h e spread of this poisonous interpretation of military
strikebreaking was made possible only by the Trotzkyite collaboration
with Governor Olson's tools in the trade union movement
6.

At the prwent time, the A. F. of L.Executive Council, acting
undoubwdly wirh the consent of Tobin, head of the InternationaI
Union to h i c h Local 574 helmgs, has given a charter to gas
station attendants (petroIeum workers) who were organized into
Local 574. The splitting process has begun. The Trades and Labor
Assembly oficialdom annoul?ces openly that if the A. F. of L.
Executive Council and Tobin demand the dividing up of Local 574
into a half-dozen unions they will line up far such a scheme. The
Trotzkyites art now faced with the problem of fighting the officialdom or of surrendering organizationally--as they have politically.
Among the rank and file of the truck drivers and other Minneapolis workers there is the greatest disillusionment and hawed of
Olson; but this does not as yet mean that they are ready t o fight
it out with his henchmen. Thep wdl not be readv to make his
fight-and without such a fight *they cannot redy'defeat the herganized employers-until the Communists carry still further their
campaign to make clear the elementary l e s w of the two strikes,
and m&ilize the decisive sections of the warking class around a
genuine rankand-fiIe program of action.
This task calk for still clearer exposure of the anti-working
cIass poIiey of the Trotzbte leaders, and the refutation af the
thousand lies and misrepresentations concerning the trade union
policy and tactics of the Communist Party.
By raising .with the utmost sharpness and clarity the whole
auestion of the role of Governor U h n and the Farmer-Labor
iovernment in the May strike and the July strike, the Communist
Party rendered a great service to the Minneapolis labor movement.
The Party has begun to create the conditions for victory for the
Minnesota working class in the great struggles which are right ahead
of us.

Part 1

The Role of the Trotzkyitss in the
Minneapolis Strikes
MOST RAPID RETREAT OF LEADERS IN U. S. HISTORY--

I.
FROM "GENERAL STRIKE" TO SURRENDER IN 24 HOURS

The militant and splendidly organized strike of some 5,000
Minneapolis auto truck drivers and helpers, in May, 1934, which at
one time showed strong signs of developing into a general strike of
all trades, caused a crisis in the Minnesota state Farmer-Labor
Party administration headed by Governor Olson, and threatened
for a while to put a speedy end to his meteoric and demagogic
career. The strike brought on a crisis in the ranks of the employen
as a whole in Minneapolis, St. Paul and vicinity.
The Farmer-Labw Party administration and the employers
escaped from the crisis at the expense of the working class by virtue
of the policy of the Trotzlcyites of the "Communist League" (the
four Dunne brothers, with Cannon as their political advisor), whose
leadership of Drivers Union 574 is a matter of record.
This policy, in spite of the efforts of the Communist Party,
resulted in surrender to the employers, to Governor Olson, and to
the official henchmen of Olson in control of the Central Labor
Council; it resulted in the political and to some extent organizational
blation of the 5,000 driven and their militant women's auxiliary,
in the demobilization of the aroused working c I w n d in the loss
of the major demands of the strikers.
The auto drivers struck f o r wage increases and recognition of
their union. In the official wttlement na wage increases are granted.
But compuIsory arbitration is instituted-as in the infamous automobile agreement engineered by Roosevelt and President Green of
the American Federation of Labor. Tk pes& wages crrc t o s t d
f o r one ye- unless increases are "mutually agreed upon". Recognition is accorded- to Clause 7A and the Minneapolis-St. Paul
Regional Labor Board o f the N.R.A.
8

This is a Trotzkyite victory! Will someone please page John L.
Lewis of the United Mine Workeft and President W
i
l
l
i
a
m Gmn
and advise them of the advance of their policies in Minncapoh
under the Trotzkyite banner?
Such a ''victory"-and the thick crust which enables the Trotzkyit- and their sheet to herald it as such--cspe&lly in view of the
militancy of the strikers and the wide m w s u p r t accorded them-shows that these leaden are wallowing, and inviting workers to

follow their example, in the same filthy pod of c l a s c q r a t h n as
the oficial A. F. of L. leaders.
This shameful settlement had not the justification that the
workers were defeated. Defeated workers have to make compromises
hat irk them. But the 5,000 drivers and their sympathkrs, the
hrge numbers of unemployed who fought side by side with them
on the picket line, had jurl b e p to Fgk.
They had inflicted a whole series of evere defeat^ upon the
employers and their army of special deputies. The morale of the
strikers was high. Relief was well organized. Thc building vadcs
had declared a general strike.
There was mass sentiment for a general strike among the other
unions a%ted to the Central Labor Cound. More than half of
these unions had voted for a general strike, according to repom.
T o a considerable extent the s t h r s and their sympathizers con~ I l e dthe streets. The c h lines were tightly drawn. And, so
bad are the economic conditions in Minnertpolig that even trge
sections of the lower middle dass sympathized with the strike*
in whose ranks a large number of taxi drivers was already included.
So strong was popular sentiment in favor of the stnitm, that
the M h s p o h TTriblnoe and the lotmd-two
of the mast red o n a r y sheets in the country, ruaning neck to n d with tbe
Chicago Tribscns for this h o n o d i d not dare openly to attack the
strike editorialiy duting the whde duration of the struggle. Wben
one C. A. Lyman, a well-known bwiness man and clubman who
bad made the mistake of rhinldng that a special deputy'@badge
would prevent skull fracture while clubbing auto truck drivers on
the picket lint, was "killed in action", tfie Tdme, instead of thc

i

.We
o
m
l
press demand for workers' necks in reprisal under
sUGh circumstances, dared only to publish a laudatory obituary.
The well-wgmizbd Minneapolis working c h , which ha a
splendid tradition af struggle, had the opportunity of inflicting a
stvcrc defeat upon the employers, substantially improving their wages
and working conditions, and strengthening the entire labor movement. The struggle would have spread to St. Paul where the workare wen
btteramong
organized,
and in of
the the
present
period,
iaerssuch
ferment
all sections
working
c when
k andthere
big
battles are the order of the day, the effect of such a powerful mowment on the resr of the American working class is incalculable,

Near General Sttike

The "truce" was agreed to, and the shameful settlement made,
before even the full strength of the auto truck drivers' union had
been brought into play--to say nothing of the working class reserves,
Om soldier sent in by Olson, one worker injured by troops,
w d d have meant, in all probability, a general s t n i , victory for
the labor movement, exposure and moral, defeat of Olson and the
Farmer-Labor Party administration, But this is what the Trotzkyite
leadms were afraid of. f f this is not so, why did they allow Gwernor Olson, during a_ truce--which in the military sense is supposed
to stop all troop movements while it lasts-to
mobilize the National
Guard and keep it mobilized while the negotiations were going on?
Honest and capble leadership would have demanded the demobilization of tbc troop before one word was said about setdement
of the strike. This was not done. Negotiations were carried on,
the surrender was arranged with Governor Olson, while he held
over the heads of workers the threat of maitrtry invasion.
The T r o e i t e leaders, thinking in t e r m of the CentraI Labor
Council o f i d s instead of in terms of the great mass of militant
Minnea*
workers, quit cold like the p l m h tbey are.
T h e working c h restma bad not even gone into action when
the fatal ' h c e " was agreed to. It sptlled defeat.
The auto drivers and their working c k wpporters won on
the field of action-in the street and on the picket h e s . Their
Trotzkyite leaders and Olson% henchmen in the Central Labor
f0

Council called off the battle md gave away the fruits of victory at
conferences with Olson, the employers, and N.R.A. represeniatives.
Tbanks to the policy of cowardice and capitulation of the
American representatives of the still-born Trotzkyite "Fourth International", Governor Olson, one of the most dangerous enemies of
the working class, and the whde Farrner-Labor Party bureaucracy,
come out of this clash of clm forces with flying colors, colors borne
by the 3,700 National Guardsmen mobilized during the "truce" by
this friend of the working class for use against the strikers.
The e x p u r e and defeat of Ohan should have been the central
political objective of the Minneapolis struggle. This was the basic
necessity for winning the economic demands for the Driped Union
and the rest of the working da. Had Gwernor Olson dared to
send a single ~ I d i e ragainst the strike# and their supporters, the
working class of Minneapolis would have answered with a general
strike. He would have been driven from ofice. His upward dimb
on the backs of the workers and farmers wodd have k e n stopped
for all time.
As it is, Olson is more firmly entrenched. Thc frightened employers have been given a breathing speU in which to reform their
httle lines. The Central Labor Council demagogue were never
put to rhe test of actually mobilizing strike action in support of the
auto drivers. They heaved sigh of relief and wiped the beads of
cdd s w a t from their brows. XIlusions in regard to N,R.A. have
been strengthened.
~ v e r ~ t h is
i nlovely
~
and the go= hangs high-everywhere except in the homes of the auto truck driven and the unemployed

workers who bore the cruel brunt of the struggle. Htre is the decisive seetion of the shameful settlement:
"In the biring and dbchargiog or laying o f of employeeq
~niorityr i g h ehall prevail, uxcspd f o r jws GUI.
...
"In the event that any employer anocted bereby and i~ cmpIoycea
or their representatives cannot agree upon a wage w l c or conditiw
of employment, mch employer shall mbmit such wbjmt or subjects
to said MkeafoCirSi. Paul regdabor b o d , for r r r b i w r s t k
And also in tbt event that any d i i u t c k w e e n said rnemkcm o f l o d
union No. 574 and m y tmpIoyrr affected hemby ahill1 arir with rderence to sections (I ), (4) or ( 5 ) hereof, said parries hereto agree ta
11

mbmit such sabjcct or m b j to~raid b w d of mbhdan. TWs board
ato t h h m d h t d y a$po& tw mM Y - ,
ma
m & ~ & a m p b y w of b d k a u No. 57% OM Mor b o d mmbw d cra i d ~ M
mambw of th board to such ~fBir&n grwp,
rcrid m-biwdon grow so mnru'IrUud ro ncrmd u smmtk & ~ n 4 a bw. Hearing on any arbitntion hereinbefore referred to shaU be
called within five daya after the appointment of mid arbitration
b u d . W b wbimtion is co-d,
the b o d of m b i t d o s SM
report b decisi011 t% $aid r t g i o d kbor bawd, w e b ~Aald
d W l y make a $d
or& m the p r m ' s e s iff ~ c o r d with
m
t
h srrirl
d+
of d b o d of arbitr~lih.
'LWoursof tabor prevailing in th various bnainw of thc respcctiw
tmploycn affected hereby shall be regulated by the m p t i v c todm
applying thereto. Asy board of & & h i o n a c d d by Section 6
Aarwf may &dm
IIU comfor oioh&n of s d CO&
4 rqncct t~ h m of J V + O ~ , m d s M fie i& rtport &#b
prop# f h d lnrib&$*
T h e term 'cmploytcs' aa n d herein hall hchde truck drivea
and hlperq and such other pcmm as arc ordinarily engaged in
the trucking operation5 of the budnws of the individual employer.
A ~ ~ u l s r u ~ o r m ~ & o f f A j r m h W k r d f b t r S d &
tht mgiorrrJ h b o r b m d for d
~
~
n
.
'#The
wag# x& of sah +oyw
for #As vllrioliJ &m
o j sm@p~r, ~ t r l r l i lrmd 4 s r c k g d By a
g b s ~~m#oym
~
ers wad m$vyem, o r td r-artdws
of +IH,
or by hit d o # m f m d d in &
s
6 hf,
rkatl rm& k force ma?
#fat for ai h i O M yaar fm At# Aaruof."

+

How did this happen? What art the mechanics of a process
which can turn victory for 5,OQO worke-d
potential victory
for a huge section of the working c l d t o defeat overnight?
How is it that with the emvlo~erson the defensive and the workers
and their organizations masters of the situation one day, the strikers
go to bed and wake up ta find themselves defeattd and bound with
the galling chains of compulsory arbitration the next, with chains
whose every link bears the tag, "Revolutionary Trade Unionism
a ?a Trotzkyism"?
II. MINNEAPOLIS EXAMPLE OF TECHNIQUE OF TURNING
OFFENSIVE INTO RETREAT, VICTORY TO DEFEAT
T h e more one shufftcs the mrds dealt in the final showdown to
the members of the MinncapIis Drivers and HeIpen Union 5 74 in
the militant struggle in which the whole working class had a stake,
I

,

I2

I
P

the dearer is the proof that the workers were colddecked by Jams
P. C m m , his lieutenants in the l&&p
of the union, and
Governor Olson and his Farmer-Lbr Pary henchmen in control
of the Minneapolis Trades and hbor Assembly.
T h e pic-stricken retreat from a developing general strike
situation ta abject surrender to c o m p h t y arbitration under the
regional labor board cannot bs s+d
oa t h b& of a wddm
shift in t
k r&lirp
of c h s f wcm.
It L thB r+dtuf th b d t m ~
SlldJ ian#BBL o#or&&ma whkh
u ;Pnr+abk from thd Troz+e
*a
a d &k
is its mabr
*&&d
base. It i s dl t
k m -&g
QO w w b s wlw coflld
d e r td k f k e of itb +I
mad agka boys, I ~ Jt4w Mkm+&
defeat s h w s , since dew d f d m c d s cmt am bb y&g
for a
g-Pb
&
d q pdyu &s ~ l k toq& 5 k+rdie. Trir i s the p(~~ticJ
r e d t fw w o r k s of o
m m co9MI.a8
By m
z
o
m
y phrbr.

*

Truce Mean) Defeat for Workem

The signing of the "mce", after the building trades council
had declared a sympathetic strrke and the general &kt mtiment
was mounting io the other udons, disrupted the working dass rmbs
and spelled death for the main demands of the auto truck drivers
md h e l p s . That the general strike was on the order of the day
in Minneapolis is admitted by the Tromkyitc sheet for May 26. It
says under a Minneapolis date line:
'

"The rank and f l c of the unions are ready for this action
ia p d b l e that they may go out in a day or two."

and it

T o show by a number of facts the general upsurge that was
taking place in the labor mmment--and to one who knows the
Twin Cities they are of the greatest significance-we quote again
from this sheet:
"The St. Paul driven voted to go out but failed to do m at tbe
last minute and agreed ta =bitrate a p i a t or two.
The atrctt
car men {Minncapoh) made a similar decision. T h e labor movement seethes with indignation against ht leaders reapodle for
thec actions in the face of the situation crwted by the driven'
etrikc."

. ..

1s

In regard to the pibdity of a general strike, Cannon wired
from Minneapolis on May 22 that "sentiment for it is spreading tike
wildfire". He stated further in the same dispatch: "If ths ~ g o t j &fad s g-4
sm'b of sympahy w'th the d r b w ~mwy result.''
We can show by their own statements that the shameful settlement and surrender of the strikers to N.R,A. and compuJsory arbitradon were not the result of a defeated strike. We can show that it
bore no relation to the actual disposition of CIS forces at the time.
An editorid in the C'Communist" League sheet for May 26 sap:
"In pitched battles last Saturday and again on Mondny the strikern
fought back and held their own. And on T d y they took the
offcaaive, with devamting renulta.
'Businearnen' voIuntwring to
put the worket~in their place and college borj out for a lark-special d e p n t i ~ my
o nothing of the uniformed c o e a n d e d over
their h d p and &d in terror before tbe rn- fury of aroused
worken. . A ~ m feature
d
of the 6ght a t the City Market . . .
i s the fact that the whole union went inro amion on the picket line
in m m formation5thowndr of other union men went with them. . .
It is not a strike of the mm alone but of the women dm."

. ..

. .

rn
rn

.

Does the foregoing-and the general facts are corroborad
from all other s o u r c m u n d as if the 5,000 auto truck drivers
were in a position which, made it necessary for them to surrender?
On the contrary, it shows that the striking Drivers' Union and
huge sections of the working class were on the of&e.
L~adets
w b 3 d t Y WM&
thsir fUtWW clrs 0% bh6 0 f h 8 W# & h e f#b
or crook or both. There were +fy
of all shrga tyfes k the Mkw+Is
rtwggb, as we s h d see.
The "truce" was signed under these conhtions: the strike of
the drivers-the
militant core of the whole movement-was over,
negotiations began, the working daso forcer were demollizcd and
the strikers' demands went splashing into the slimy pool of class
collaboration.
The "truce" was signed only to be violated by Governor Olson.
What kin! of a truce is it when the enemy is allowed to bring up
powerful reinforcement3 while the working class and i& orgqnizations are disarmed? Spaking of the Mationit1 Guard, the M k c +fir J a u d an May 26 said:

I

l d R h s t f k f f d h w d y GtA tkb m b i k d m wdm wm u krrce
agr#emm# bttwecn the employers and strikers under which no t r u t h
were m o d and mar^ pick&#
r f i r c o d w d . T k irucd c o n d i d
d C a s d m m i w a ~~sfkad." [My emphas&B.D.]

We have seen what the settlement was--wages

to remain as
for one year and compulsory arbitration.
As soon as Governor Olson entered the situation, backed by
two infantry regiments and one of artillery, the shameful rletieat
of the leaders hegn. Having signed the "truce" jointly with the
officials of the Central Labor Council and thus made a united front
with Olsun's henchmen, the Trotzkyite leaders committed themsc1vl.s to the negotiations while some of their own striking folIawers
were being called to the armories as members of the National Guard!
'I'hc cnttifig of the tmop put Goerrnor OlEou at tb w c y of
the orgonizd Lubw mwreP?hmb. Under m rircwnstm~cscoudd A#
h e defended t/& action by kmrelf.
at present

Tro)&yite Whitewash

It remained for the Trotzkyitcs and the Central Labor Council
oEciaIs to furnish the formula with which the whitewash for Olson
was mixed. This is what ir was:
'Governor Ohn has got to make a showing or R o ~ c v t l twilt
aend in federal troops from Fort Snelling."

This typically opportunist formula was circulated widely among
the stnlcets.

The next Iittle job was to liquidate the general suike sentiment.
Once more Cannon and the lwal Dunne dyaasty furnished the required explanation. (Wewish readers would scrutinize this counterrevolutionary contribution carefully because we shall encounter it
again ard again in the United Srates as the present strugglts develop.) Here it &mouthed over and over again by these leaders
to get all its delicious flavor and then expectorated into the clean
arena of the class struggle where so far the main slop11 had hetn
general strike".

11

That general m h produce revdtltianarv situations
A\ extension of ;heir slogan was fa&ulated as:

was not.

hlilted.

V a o -9

&ht tuyot~ctawith empty bellid

The defeatist character of this combination of slogans and
rumors circulated by the Trotzkyite leaders and the Central Labor
Council o&Lk is obvious. They were designed to halt the growing
movement and they accompIished their puqnm.
Even the propaganda for a general strike circuIated by the,
megatie-dominated Drivers Union was definitely limited. We quote
fmm heir ItaAet entitled 'LConc~iation,
But No Surrender, Offered
by Strikers to End Strike and Disorder'':

1

"Ws call mn mmy
workw in Mkw#r*p& nor &
k Ris~ soolr. T o dbtkd a hiidq~.~
[Myem-

a t4 @ r
phasi-B.D.]

For sheer anti-working clarrs originality in devising ways and
means of forming a united front with the treacherous bureaucratst
of the labor movement this slogan in a class by itself. Worship
of the "sanctity of the labor contract"--the traditional shibboleth,
of the most treacherous official labor leaders in their efforts to keep
workers' ranks divided--has never been carried out with such rtveren- even by Tobin himself, the head of the A. F. of L. unian, to
which Divers Union 574 is abliated.
m e r e was a fourth slogan. Without the real defeatist character)of the sentiment being explained to the stnket.4--and, of course, not,
to the rest of the organized w o r k e r h e lying statement was widely
circulated that; "We have won 90 per cent of our demands."
By t h w propaganda methods the gemrd strike situatim was
liquidated, Governor Olson's face was saved, the drivers' strike de-.
f eated, and cmpulsory arbitration fastened upon them. Arreted
workers were fined and piyen workhouse sentences.
The capitalist press was jubilant. It had a right to be. ? V k it
s d ths m+jm harL b ~ h tod be B ~ ~ G EreuaI&nmy
V
kdcr~lip
in pocu~bof f
d
t b d
~ @##d t
a be of tku s m w gutabs~d
c k & w I# & which t h y hd hem h a k g evhh
for ybws.

I

1

I
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Ill. TROTZKY GROUP UNlfED WITH OLSON MACHINE IN A. F.
OF L TO SEND BACK MINNEAPOLIS SlRlKERS
T h e "truce" having been signed jointly with the ofticids of the
Cenml Labor Council by the Trotzkyitc leaders of Drivers Union
574, the picket lines were called in whife Governor Olson maintained three regiments of NationaI Guardsmen under arms. The
mowment for a general strike was demobilized by methods already
desenied.
The "truce" itself, in addition to being entirely one-sided in
view of the military mobilization, simply d e d for no attempted
movement of auto trucks by the e m p l o y c m c h a k e d y s t w
by the &Be.
T h e next step was to put over the "agreement". The methub
by which this was accomplished would do credit to Edward McGrady, Asistant Secretary of Labor, and other highly skilled
mechanics in the trade of making workers think they have won
something long enough to vote against their own intertscs.
It is not too much to say that the militant truck drivers, who had
cleaned the streets of professional scabs, special deputies, and astonished cops, and tied up truck transportation tighter than a bull's eye
in !Iy time, were shamed by the sudden right-about-face of their
leaden. The strikers, of course, did not h o w that the strategy of
their leaders was to avoid conflict with the henchmen of Governor
Olson in control of the Central Labor Council, to avoid open conBict with Olson at dl costs; and to estabIish a broader base for
their anti-working class actidties in the labar movement, regardless
of whether the immediate economic and political aims of the worken were sacrificed.
In other words, with all the appropriate but memingles dem+
cratic gestures, these leadms ~ e v d e du e ~ rthe
to act*
wkjt# d e f e u t c d a ~ettlemetstwhich rrms c m ~ t to
r the ktcrmts of
the d k m , the whole labw movement, and the entire worlting class.
They did this in order that the special and separate anti-working clm
poIitica1 interests of the Trotskyite group might have a working
dass base-5,000 organized truck d r i v e w h which to find m e tuary and from which to conduct forays against the Communist
Party and its leademhip.

The pursuit of this objective of cwrst fitted perfectly into the
general c d y opportunistic policy followed throughout the stnie
in the relations with Governor Olson and his tools in the Central
Labor Council. Not the least important aspect of this policy has ta
do with the quegtion of "inside" strategy, that is, ihtr Be$+
of
the Mktca#wlir tcrc&s f i m to the m&m&
of t
hT h y &
group by its &cia1 organ in New York City and in signed articles
by Cannon, contrasted with what was a c b d y being done on the
field of action.
In a dispatch datcd May 22, published in their sheet for May 26,
Cannon is quoted as follows:
''In a m a w to head off the general atrike the regional l h r '
b o d , on direct orders from Washington, is atte~nptingto bring
about a rttkrncnt. Dunne (V.R.), Skoglund and other militant leadw of h e union hare conaiatently explained the strike-breaking role
of this agency and are warning thc strjkcts now to watch out for
any trap it may et for k w

In rhe same issue, under a Minneapolis date line af M d y 20, we
find the following:
"The swift dwcIopmenta of the strike are putting the governor
csll out tbe militia-kc can't decide.
No reliance can bc placed upon the governor or the Iabor hoard to
settle anything favorably for the workers." [My emphasis--8.D.]
on tbe spot. Whether or not to

As we say, this appeared in the Trotzkyite sheet far May 26. On
that umy day, the Minneapolis J o m n l carried the fdlowing headlire: "Strike Settled, T h d s Bdc& at Work; T111cks M o k g
Mouat&s af Goods."
On this very day, while the Trotzkyite sheet was ail1 trying to
delude the workers, Governor Olson had shown that he could
"deride", He had rnobili~kdthrce regiments of troops--as Cannon
ant1 his lieutcnans knew he would. Only they failed to prepare the
wnrkers for it and tell them that he would.
On this very day, May 26, the workers had been maneuvered
into accepting thc shameful settlement which did not contain, but
18

which on the contrary ignored,

more than "90 per cent of our
demands".
The N.R.A. regional board had been recognized by the leaders
of the strike and yet the drivers had been turned over to it and
compulsory arbitration with their wage demands ignored. "The
strikebreaking role of this agency" had been conveniently ignored.
Governor Olson was whitewashed at the time h i troops were
under arms. The issues which w d d have prduccd genwal suike
mian owr the heads of the Central Labor Cound and State Federation of Labor officials, which would habe cx@
and defcat~d
Olson and brought victory, were shoved deliberateIy into the background.

ti Wasn't the Stribn Who Quid

It is very interesting and inf onnative, in this connection, to read
the account in the Minneapolis J 0 w d - a
paper which cannot be
accused of bias toward the s t r i k e w f the receptioa by the union
membership af the settlement terms and the method by which they
were put across, We quote:
"The union's strike committcc, which had h e n in m i o a
throughout Friday, announced an acceptance of the p e w t e r n i o d y
after 6 p.m. What took place in the arike committee m d n g we
do not know, but thc Z+hour ken & o w that t k a mwt hw bmn
much opfo&iwr to the p r o p o ~ c dfttthmrt br t h i s comdtm."

W e quote f urthtr from the J o d :
uShortly after a vote by ancdmation waa taken of the crowd at
the strike hcadquartcra. I t cwrs so clo~e1 h WiUiarrr B
v ~ d dmi of ;Ab union, kbd not w to bt g-d
by h."

According to Sender Garlin of the D d y W o r k stag, who was
present a t this time, there was nothing dose about it-it was definitely ag&rt the agreement.
"During the

M

meeting dimmion preliminary to tbe vote on

the agreement," continem the J o d , "
tk op#nribu
w o c i f m u ~tkat tksra w r dolrb; LRb upuemmi w d d k
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The d o n came from the rank and file who were d i
sAL. Did the Trofzkyite leaders
W
g & 'bm of ih
of the union, in their stage role of "principled Communists"
the rotten tcrms of the settlement?
Don't ask foolish questions, comrades! Listen to the joyous announcement of the proceedings in the l o m a i :

"TRs s i d e h d w s ffrr~radamp-e
and urged the mtn to
r e a b that it offered the union some important concwsions. [A
m d y of the agreement fails to ctiaciose tbeee ~'conc&ons."-B.DJ
Thc plca was made that the agreement is 'an import& fist step [in
what dirtaion wae not aatcd-B.D.1 and it wab pointed out that
rajach
a long a d )mhps stuwtak bath. It w a t h $&4
of t.b &.b W r r t h f,&& brought rarifidon by the big mpcvl."
The phrase "an important first step7' is part of the counterfeit
coin with which the leaders shortbebanged the strikers.
This is h a 1 and clinching proof that Cannon and his I d lieutenants are responsible for the defeat and surrender before the
struggle had even begun to reach its peak. Cannon was in Minneaplis at the time. He was in a caucus with V. R. Dunne and others
whife the meeting was in progress. G,J. D w e was left at the
meeting to see that the shameful settlement went over as smoothly
as p I b l e .
What happtnd was simply this:
Governor 'Ohon's C e n d Labor Cound henchmen, loyal to
their master and afraid of the growing mass movement, h e w that
Olson was through politidy with the working class if he ever sent
in troops. They knew that if he had to choose in the case of a
general strike, or even the continuation of the strike of auto drivers
and building tradesmen, Olson wo& s n d in troops for the prop
crticd class; in other words, that he would find his dm Ievel. They
therefore flatly told Cannon and his lieutenants that they would
o
w by all means any extension of the struggle.
As the Zulus say, "their bellies turned to water". Thinking
mainly in terms of this "more c o m d kacrltr~hif'
~
(as Cannon's
sheet descn%esthese bard-boiled bureaucrats), the Trotzkyite leaders
folded up. They forgot all their brave 'words and pledged themselves to "go dong" with this "more conservative leadership".
20
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They wrote another mkrable page in the history of class collaboration in the labor movement. After all, picket lines alone
cannot substitute for revdutionarp poMa. With one gesture the
Tronkyite leaders nullified the days and nights of heroic struggle
by thousands of workers.
Canon, self-appointed representative of the "Fourth Intermdonal", desetter irom the ranks of revolutionsy fighters, mligner
of the Cornmunisr Party of the U.S.A. and the Communist International, was mainly respMlsible for tbis shameful fiasco. He can
have his "dement". Let him try to justify it to the members of
Drivers' Union 574 and the rest of the Minneapolis working class
three months f ram the day it was slipped over on &em l
As for the four Dunne brothers, speaking d y of the question
of competency as leaden, the four Marx broth= wwJd have done
a better job for the stn'kers. Harpa at least knows enough to keep
his mouth shut. None of them comedians has as yet been caught
putting into the mouths of workers the stod-&on statement that
"these 'Communist$ are in the pay of the bosses", w the Ttotzkyitt sheet does in its $sue for May 26.

IV. TROTZWITE SHEET CONPART PLAYED BY OLSON,
FARMER-LABOR GOVERNOR, IN DEEATING THE GREAT
MINNEAPOLIS STRIKE MOVEMENT

If Ignatius Layoh, founder of the Society of Jesus, -re alive
today, even his c a m & w d d turn grccn with envy after reading
the latest number of the Trotzkylte sheet. In that h e , issued
af* the Minneapolis surrender, by the negative process so dear to
the Jesuit heart, Cannon and h i lieutenms, by not even so much as
mentioning Governor Olson and the historical fatt that he mobilized three regiments of National Guardsmen against the strikers,
grant amnesty to this potential mas murderer. By this device they
give support to him, the Farmer-Labor Party government in Mimeand to its henchmen in o f f i d paitions in the labor movement.
As a matter of fact, the National Guard was hpt r n d d k d in
Minnesota-under the pretense af enforcing an embargo on thc
shipment of cattle into the State from other droughhtricken region
If Cannon and the Dunnc brothers were the mdinq type of
21
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bureaucrats, we w d d not put so much empbm on
this point. But they call rbcmse~vesthe 'cCommunist" League and
b.adt

claim to have charted the only road by which the American working
class can march to power. They claim that we "Stalinists" of the
Communist Party have forgotten and perverted the revolutionary
teachings of Lenin. They claim that they are the only bearers of
'!we" Leninism.
We have dealt to some extent with the capitulation to the employers' association and Governor Olson, engineered by the Trotzkyite leaders in the Drivers' Union 5 74, Cannon, and the officials of
the Central Labor Council; the surrender of the strikers to cornpdsory arbitration and the regional labor bard; the systematic and
del~kratesabotage of the general strike, and the demobilizationof the
mass movement long before it reached its peak.
T h in connection with the present wide mass movement of
struggle oi American workers against intolerable living conditions
and for elemenmy political rights, this was one of the most serious
rtccnt setbacks suffered by the working c h . It was a needless
retreat engineered by spineless and unprincipled leaders. The thought
of surrender did not originate among the fighting masses of workers
in the ranks of the unions and the Unemployment Councils,
Quesions of Vtal Imporfan-

Involved in this action are tactical questims of the highest important-~lestions
having to do with the speed, the methods and
the direction of the vast strike movement in this country. Yet, for
the revolutionary movement, the issues raised by o m i s h a 'in the
Tfotzkyite sheet for June 2 are of still greater importance.
Is Olson the executive head of capitalism's State machinery in
Minnesota or isn't he?
Did Governor OIson mobilize three regimens (at least) of
troops for use against the strikers and were not the "settlement"
negotiations conducted under the threat of military force? Or is
this a falsehood?
Is it not a fact that henchmen of Olson and the Farmer-Labor
Patty in official positions in the Central Lafror Council and e l s e

,

where were determined to stop the general strike so as not
put Olson up against it"?

''to

Is it not a fact that rather than a p p l to the rank and file over
the heads of these leaders, the Trotzkyites agreed to the "truce" and
advised workers to accept the d c i a l terms of surrender?
In the Trotzkyite sheet for June 2, is there a SiagIe word or
phrase that says or him, directly or indirectly, mything about these
decisive facts of the Minneapolis struggle? T k e i s mt!
This is nothing more nor less than a dtl'beratt attempt to conceal from workers the identity of the main enemy. It Ieaves the
enemy undisturbed in his prepared psitiom, from which, camouflaged as a friendly force during the period of "peace", he can
advanm once more upan workers in the next struggle.
One more question:
Where, in the writings or ~peechesof Lenin, is there to be found
anything that can be interpreted as endorsement of a p1'q of conceahg from workers-before, during or after a battle-the identity of the main enemy, the direction of his @inn, his strategy

N w h ~ e !For the simp,!# ruruon that this k r c o u n t ~ l r c e r o l ~
r i 0 q d ,thmfw~,&wor&g
c h s @ k y . The a*
of
the "Fourth" International use ''realistic'' trade union tact& that
result in hailing as a v i c t q the forced acceptance of compuhy
arbitration by a a m n through official maneuvers and under threat
of military invasion. But they do not like the word ' t ~ t ~ i
revdutionary" when applied to them, to heir policy and their tacria in the American class struggle. They will work up a most
fervent moral indignation against the use of the term in conntction with the Minneapolis sttugglt.
But why should we mince words when dealing with a case in
which the facw art so clear as to admit of no argument? h aur
simple-minded way, we c a ~ o aee
i
any great difference between
A. F. of L. officials' silent whitewashing of the governors who
called out traaps against workers and ruined farmers in New Mexico,
Iowa, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, etc., and the Trotzk+ amnesty
granted Gavernor Olson-with this exception:
Governor Olson is the titular head of a party which pbtds ta
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big capitalist parties and protect the interest of workers and p r farmers. It is i the more nectssary to expose his reaI
role. This is ehentary.
The Trotzkyiie amnesty a h indudes the Farmer-Labor bureaucrats in the Minneapolis unions. As in the case of Olson, there is not
even a hint that they did not support the drivers' sm'ke one hundred
per cent. The whole question of the Minneapolis general strike, of
the troop mobilization, of the relationship of class forces, is dropped
like a hot potato by the Tmtzkyite sheet for June 8+bf
hd
one week after t 6 d of t
h skjad.
But in T o b L t h a t ianother question! About the situation in
Tolado there are more brave words. The Trotzkyites are in favor
of a general strike-in Toledo! Governor White is flayed as an
enemy who threatens to use force against the workem. In Toledo,
says the Trotzkyite sheet, "the strikebreaking role of the labor
board [with whost Minneapolis counterpart they induced workers
to sign a compulsory arbitration agreement, without a wage increw] and its multi-millionaire agent Charles P. Taft
. must
be exposed."
In Tobdo, says the Trortkyite sheet, "the A. F. of 1;. bureaucracy must not bt permitted to posrpDne the general strike any
longer. Nothing can & e~peered from the strike-breaking labor
hard.
." No cornpromhe in T o w .
Well, well, well! The smell is not any more pleasant but the
visl'bility is better. It is now clear that suiltebrealring governors,
&e-breaking labor boards and strike-b&g
A. F. of L. bureaucrats are encountered only by workers in those l d t i e s wbere
such demons have not been exorcised by the hell, book and candle
of the Tromkyite ritual. Let a few archangels of the Fourth (Bmcnsional) International appear on the scene and bayonets behind
a Farmer-Labor Party governor become a boon so sacred that it
cannot even be mentioned in mundane print.
This is the same process, on a smaller wh, which, accornpnied
by slanderous attacks on the Communist Party and the Communist
International, cleared the road down which German f m h marched
over the bodies af tortured and murdered workers. The FarmerLabor governor and his troops an a "1-r
evil'' than the wicked
employers and their special deputies.
a p p a ~ cthc two

..

..
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Than a "Tendemyo'
There is something mare here than n tendency. The omission
of all criticism of Governor Olson--even the mention of the bare
More

facts-and
of the Farmer-Labor bureauuaq in the Trotz$;t~
sheet at a time when the strike settlement makes workers anxiaus
to know the role played by every person prominent in the struggle,
constitutes an alliance with Olson- and his machine. Whether it is
temporary or permanent does not matter so far as the principle
is concerned.
Can Trotzkyites pIead ignoiance of the anti-working dass
character of the OIson program-the Olson w h w immediate ambition is to lead a national Farmer-Labor Party mawment? It is
ridicdous. They know that he is a conseienmless demagogue. They
know of the underworld and capitallst connections of his machine.
They know that Olson will tolerate a h any~kind of critidsm
from Communiseif they refrain from calling him an enemy of
the working cl;tss. They know that Olson has tried again and a+
to maneuver with the Communist Party with the object of f d n g
workers into believing that it considers him a "friend of labor."
They know that in 1923-24 Olson himself and his principal
henchmen in the Minneapolis labor movement time and t h e agAn
solicited an endorsement from Comrade Ruthenburg, leader of the
Communist Party, from this writer, from C . A. Hathaway and
others. So insktent were he and his supportem at one time, &at the
Party District Bureau met, made a decision in regard to him and
his program and conveyed its &CTJI
vwdict to him formally by
a committee in order to put a stop to the rumors spread by his s u p
porters. Theee decisions of the District Bureau were made public.
At that h e Olson had never been forced to show his true
colors in a decisive situation involving the lives and liberties of
workers on strike. But the Party gauged him and his movement
correctly. Today he looks arwad again for some kind of revolutionary mmauflage. T h e Minnesota air is charged with hectic
p h r about
~
'cmonoply", "the evils of capitalism", "the beast of
Wall Street", the "rise of the class struggle", etc. These phrasts
roll easily from the lips of venal leaders who received their early
training in a State where rht kcialht Party organization supprtcd

C
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the Left Wing, where the State secretary and others went to
prison far oppdsing conscription, where there was mass oppition
to the Morgan-Wilson war.
The farmers are. bankrupt and demand action. The recent
drivers' strike, the sympathetic strike of the building trades and
pther workeft, the wide mas sentiment for a general strike, brought
on a crisis in class rebtionships.
Governor O h n is lwking for a "Communist" hkI to add to
his collection. The Trotzkyites, at least for the last week, allowed
him to wear their forged label pinned to the same coat from which
dangles the badge of Commander-in-Chief of the Minnesota National Guard.
This is treachery and the working class will deal with it in the
way the working class always does when it frees itself from the
influence of its enemim.
V. WE PARN LEADERSHIP ANALYZED

The tremendous support, moral and materid, received by the
stnikers of Driven' Union 574 from practically all sections of the
Minneapolis working cl-upport
whose volume was still growing
at the time the shameful settlement was negotiated, and put over
on the strikers by the Trotzkyite and Central Labor Council leaders
--the
rapid development and indomitable spirit of the main section
of the stmike, show that in Minneapolis thtm k d A
d o m of
t h n w m m t s w h the ww&g class & ready for deed1 thut makc
high +ts
m t
k history of t h clms rtruggb.
The Party District has organized and led some splendid m a
smrggle~hungermarches to the Sate capital, relief struggles, etc.
It had an important role in the struggles of the St. Paul packinghouse warkers. It has exposed the anti-working c h character of
Ohn's Farmer-Labor Party government hef ore hrge numbers of
workem. The Communist Party members have access to many
A. F. of L. unions, and workers listen cagerky ta Communist
Party speakers.
But the Communist Party leadership in the Minneapolis District
did not gauge correctly the militant temper of the working class

and did not foresee clesly the outbreak of the struggk, and therefore could not fully prepare the working class for it.

In this sense the Communist Party, although its nlernhers foughr
heroically side by side with the strikers on the picket line, although
the Communists in the InternationaI Labor Defense rendered great
services in tL struggle, and the Communist Party fraction in the
Unemployment Councils mobilized the unemployed in supprt of
the stnike, the Party District was unable to e x p e clearly the dimstrous influence of the Cannon-Dume leadership. it
d y by
c0tAtiStmt m r h
the #A
of A9 &&s
a d iPI t
ho h
unions t h t th& &fedst p o k y could
bbmy-8
w+sd
nnd t b f t d . 'As it was, the agimtion, propaganl and work of
the Party D i c t , in the main correct, came for the most part
from outside the main body of striking workers.
The Party District was not keenly aware of the developing
widc mass support for the strilce of Drivers Union 574. The pent-up
resentment of the working c h was released. The sympathetic strike
declared by the building trades council is evidence of this. It had
failed to estimate correctly the growing will of the workers to
battle fw the right to organize and for better wages and working
conditions. It seems to have failed to sense at the beginning of the
struggle the great feeling of the masses for solidarity with the
Drivcrs Union, who were, so to speak, the shock troops of &a
working class ofTensivc.
The Party District issued a call for general strike. There can
he no doubt that this general strikc leaflet attempted to bring some
pjlitical clarity istn the struggle and placed the question of the
general strike as the next and necessary form of struggle against
the employers, the threat to the eIemenrary rights of ,workers md
their organizations, and Governor Olsan's mobilization of the
National Guard for use against the strikers.

*

Pa*

Demands

T h e leaflet raised the following demands: Higher pay and im-.
proved working conditions; union recognition in all industries and
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shop in Minneaplisl stopping the police terror against workers;
struggle against Governor Olson's threat to use the militia to break
the strike; no compulsory arbitration through the national or regional
N.R,A. labor boards,
T h e leaflet d e d aha for the deetion of rank-and-file cornrnirceebut did not tell workers why such commihes were necessary. It did not give the names of the o f i d leaders who wen, in
one way or another, sabotaging the general strike movement. It
did not point out that the general strike a@
the use of troops
was the main weawn of the workiig c h ; t k it wm w c & s q
to & w e & t q fw tk &ms.
The leaflet did nut point out the
anti-working dass character of the Farmer-Labor Party government
and its hangemon in the Iabrrr rnovernerrt.
It was only after the drivers' strike had started 'that Communist
Party membek joined the union, and most of t h w were untmployed. There was no organized work of the Party comrades as a
fractian and consquently no rank-and-file opposition group was
formed,
Mwt important of all, because of lack of any substantial and
active p u p of wmkers in the Drivers Union, it was diEcdt to
win support for thn Party program in the m i l ~ b core
r of the whde
strike movement, in whose suppart the s l o p of general strike found
its most powerful appeal.
As a result of all this, the surrender of the Trotzkpte leaders
and the Central Labor Cound oficials to Governor Qhnthe
, regional labar boGlrd of the W.R.A.lmd consequendy to the em~loy-met
only umrgmkd opposition.
There can be but one explanation of this. The Party Bhtrict
either did not h o w what was going on or if it did, it did not cansider it imprtant, It was not +Mcally aware of the s i t t d o ~HOW
did this hrmppn? We venture to suggest that the Open Letter can
guidc us to aa understanding of what the situation was in respect
to rhe splendid stake stnrggle of the drivers and to the relations to
the other trade unions there. We quote:
in the Party, and ptkdariy amthe hading cadthere t a hqbgokrg tac) of )oli&aC &staidig
of the n d t y
6f stmgtbening our baais among h e decisive seetiom of the Amar21
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iarn workers. From this follows the f
a that the leademhip of the
Party has not adhered to a 6 x 4 o ~ u mfor overcoming t h ~4 x 1
wmkncss~a of the Party, dews iudf tld b# Iby tvctslr, and
docs not work out carefully with the mmrsdes of the lower orpnizshns way nnd meam for the carrying through of nsolutiom and
checking up on thch execution."

*

It is dear that thousands of auto truck drivers, helpers, gas
station workers, ctc., were looking for leadership and a militant
program as a way out of their unbearable conditions. Workers in
such w situation will find l e d =
With the exception of militant workers, honestly trying to
find the way out, but whrse lack of cxpuiEncc in dealing with
demagogues and the maneuvers of misleadem is always a great
handicap, no one but Communists uncomprom;sing1y fight for the
immediate interests of the rn-s
and for their general i n t e w
the struggle for power*
well.
Unless the Communist Party members are able to influence
decisively the coum of such struggles as that in Minneapk, no
matter how great the hemism and determination of the workers,
they are led invariably into a blind alley. If the millions of thF
working dass could, by themselves, without leadership, find and
use the correct methods for the advance against capitdim, there
wodd be no need for Communist Parties and the Communisr International, Failing to secure Communist leademhip, but needing leaders, workers accept, especially in periods of intense dass stntggh,
even corrupt, crooked, cowardly and ignorant leaders This is bad
for the working elm It help to maintain the itlflucnct of the
capitalist class, m e t i m e s direct m d brazen, sometimes, as in M i m e
apliq watered down so it wdl not gag rn-s
of workers already
skeptical of the right of capitalism's mandate to rule forever.
This explains, partially at least, the comparative ease with wbi&
the T
rowites were able t o organize and then mislead some thousands of militant workers. That they wiU retain this influence is
unthinkable. But the w e h e m of the factory and wade union work
.ofthe Minneapolis Party District will barn ta be overcome speedily.
These Trotzkyites are r a y an unofficial wing of the S&t
Party and in this country a sort of extended a m of socd&mocracy
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in the labor movement. According to their official sheet, they went
dimugh a trying period of soul struggle trying ta decide in what
parade they wouM march on International May Day.
Thdy nrmM on Msp First d e r tha barpaw of th Socbiist
Pmy-bahbd the refomkt bninar hdd doft by l-s
Otud,
lVorvrsslr T h w , A i g m m ~Lee, Judge P&>
the New Leadm
md t
h Dlrily Fmmd.
The Tro&yitc call for a fourth international is nothing more
or less than a covering for the discredited elements of the Second
International. It L m atkmpt to cr&e w h bt m;fhmry ~ h r e
ib cdbd B "IB&rsiod'~n attempt to distract the attention of the
working class from the main hues of the dw struggle and to
check the march of the more advanced workes to Communism
Their support and brotherly coaching of the chauvinist American
i
Workers Party is but a recognition of kinship in a variant clique that
,

I

1

I

has

the

same purpose, blocking the revolurionary path of the masses.

Pcrhaps no recent struggle has shown with such peculiar apprw
priateness the need for h e daily application of the only methad of
carrying out a correct Parry line, emphasized by Comrade Sralin
at the Seventeenth Congress of the Cornmunh P a w of the Soviet
Union, as has the relation of the Minneapolis Pans District to the
recent mass struggles:
uAftcr the correct line has been givtn, after a correct mlutioa of
tbt problem b been found, rucccs depends on the manner in which
the work is organized, on the o r h t i o n of the strugg£e for the
appliution of the Unc of the Party, on the proper selection of workers, on supervising the ful5Ilment of dtcinima of the leading orgm.
Without this the correct line of the Party and the correct solations
arc in danger of being acvuely damaged. More than &at, after
the correct politid line has ken given, the organizational wotk
dtcides everything, including the fate of the political line itstlf,
i . ~ i,b mccm or f a d u d '

V1. BACKGROUND AND PERSPECTIVE OF MINNESOT4 LAB 32
The strategic importance of Minnesota in the m m struggles of
workers and ruined farmers today makes the d:.featist plicv and
acts

of the Trotzkgites and the Central Labor Council ufficilir in
30
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the recent strikes all &t more damaging. T h e Twin C i t H t . Pad
and Minneapolidave a population of about a million, The working &a population is a big majority, The hundred-miIe circle which
includes the Twin C k is a densely populated area whose workers
and toling agriculturists are dominated by the elevator and milling
combines, the p w e r monopoly and the railroads.
In the northern p r t of the S t s t the Oliver Iron Mining Co.,
a subsidiary of United Smts Steel, reigns supreme, Duluth is the
head of Great Lakes traqmtation for iron arc and wheat.
Before Minnewta was admitted to Statehood the rape of its
magnificent white pine forests by ahe lumber harms (completed
later by the Wtyerhauser combine) had already begun. Thq robbed
even the Indian reservations of their timber, tltey bought Stam l e g b
latures, governors, congressmen and senators. They perid lumber
worken a pittance and pired up hugc fortunes for tbemeIve.t~Thy
cut and dashed without regard for anything but immediate profit.
For years they took only the clear butt logs and left trunk &s
and limh to furnish fuel for a series of forest fins which destroyed
whole towns, Today white pine is so m e and valuable that the
Mimisippi is dredged for "dead-heads"4ogs waterlogged and sunk
during the drives to the mills. The rape by the lumber barons
was fdowed by the robbery af public h& earried out by the
Great Northern and Northern Pacific railways.
Iron ore was discovered in huge quantities in the cut-over timber
area and what the railways had ovtrlooked the steel trust d e .
Flour mills replaced lumber mills. Pulp and paper plants sprang up
ufizing the second growth timber for its raw material. EIectric
light and power interests found water-powermgalore and r wide
fidd for their product. Minnesota was industrialized. The Twin
Cities art the third largest railway center in this country.
Minnesota pohics for years were dominated by the inner conflicts between these various exploiting inte-oailicts
carried on
itwide the Republican and, to a lesser extent, the Democratic parties.
About 19 12 the Sociakt Pmy developed great influence m Minrrr
apolis and St. Paul-rdectioa of the rapid devclapment of a
working c h and its struggle against must capntal. Its influenee in
the St. Paul labor movement-pe&lly
among railway-=
sI

powerful. In Minneapolis labor the S.P. was the dominant force.
In t h e mggk inside the Socialist Party during the W
ar the
Minnemta State organizations supported the Left Wing. §o strong
was the opposition to the war and to Gompd efforts to tie the
Iabor movement to the war macbine, that Gompers was compelled
to make a s p d trip to the Twin Citiea to combat it. Xu was in
the struggle over the formation of the "American A b n c e for
Labor and DemmeyJ', the speual instrument for winning the
unions in support of the Morgan-Wilson war program, that the
prmnt lineup in the officialdom of the Minneapok labor movement
began to d c e shape. Masses of workers and farmers were o p d
to the war. The political reflection of this was seen in the antiwar bo& written by Congressman Lindbergh (fathet of the flying
son-in-law of a House of Morgan partner), in the pacifist activities
of the Nonpro'san Leaguethe farmers' organization formed by
e x - s o d i m , etc. Clwsr careerists like Van Lear, a former socialist
mayor of Minaeapoh, I, G. Scott, Bascis, etc.--prominent union
men, aldermen and former socialis+formed
an alliance with the
Nm+n
League, hunched the Minneapolis D d y Sbw and beg~ the maneuvers which resulted in the formation of the FarmerLabor Party.
The Communist Party then favored the formation of a farmerhbor
But it quickly h a m e dear that this would inevitably
be a party meting h e interof big capital and would lead
the working class away from the revolutionary path, deeper into
the morass of reformist parliamentatism. The C.P. withdrew all
support from the movement.
But even in this. period elementary democracy prevailed in the
trade union movemcnr of the Twin Cities. There were strong
Communist fractions in the Central Labor Unions of St. Paul and
Minneapolis. Communist Party speakers had practically unrariceed
access to these organizations and their afliliited unions. The Left
Wing in the A. F. of L. unions was powerful.
In 1920-21 the Minneapolis Trades and Labor Assembly organized and financed a speaking and organizational tour for the writer
throughout Minnesota in behalf of the Mooney Defense Committee,
raising the issue of a general strike for his release.

-.
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Following the federal raid on and arrests of delegates to the
Communist Party convention in Bridgeman, Mich., in 1922, the
Minneapolis Central Labor Cound wired the writer in jail that
they had raised $1,000 towards bail of $IO,I)OO. Finances for bail
and defense of C. E. Ruthenberg, William 2. Foster, and other
indicted Communists were r a k d by Minneapolis unions. Many
prominent trade unionists, including the editor af the official papr,
profesed support of and even a t tirnes defended the Communist

Party.
In the nationwide mikc of railwary shopmen in 1922, nowhere
greater nmm s q m t than in Mhneaplis and St. Pad.
But as the Farmer-Labor o ~ ~ t i acquired
o n
more vested
interests, as the psi'bility of oS&l caners took on rronmate form,
as rnorc and more trade union leaders were elected or appointed to
o f i d (Mahoney, mayor of St. Paul, the indusk sf
the Minneapolis labor dciddam in the Farmer-Labor Party bureaucracy# ctc.), a fight against the Communist Party was begm
The campaign to xld the u n i m of aII ievolutionxy W
W
~
and thereby bhead the struggle against the policy of " W w ~
management cooperation", began with wpulsions of Gmmtl~lkts
and Left-Wing mnkeand-filers from the Amdgamattd Clothing
Workers, fmm the United Mine Workera, and some other organhatiom It was dramntiacd by the
and expulsion of the
writer m a delegate to the P o M convtntion of the
Fedcratim of L a h in 1923. More and mare pressure was brought
to bear on unions and C e n d Labor bodies for the eq&m
of
all members @g
the pragram of surrender to the w h e w .
A specid A. F. of L. IIorg&&' was sent into the Twin CEtits to
plan and conduct the mti-Red drive.
With visions of city, county and Sbtc &ces before their eym,
with their reformist progmn endangered hy the ativiq of Communists in the union%the officialdom of the labor movement surrendered to the A. F. of L.executive c w c l ;md began an
campaign. The labor movemat became moribund--sunle in the
swamp of clam c o h h t i o n .
The Tmtzlcgirea deserted the revolutim and hawe since
was there more mihncy, or

$3

then not only furnished ammunition to the trade union oflicialdom
but took the Iead in the struggle against the Party and revdutionarg
unionism. "Every deed has its own logic", and the defeatist tactics
followed after the b e t : tam*cal achievements of the drivers'

etnike and the wide mass of sympathizers, resulting in surrender
on the eve of victory, show hat the Minneapis labor movement
has not yet fully recovered from the effects of years of class
roapemtion.
But it is recwerbrg. And here it is well to state that without
the work of the Communist Party, insuflicient as it has been in
some instances, k g wow2 bs 7~ s i p of recowmy. The influence
of the Party ean be seen in many ways already mentioned, but in no
way more definitely than in the militant character of the strike
movement and the obviously growing desire for and evidence of
solidarity in struggle in the ranks of Minneapolis workers, organized
and unorganized.
It is also obvious that the Minneapolis District of the Party
has no easy task. The s~uggleto destroy the illusions about the
Farmer-Labor Rrty m o t be conducted In the same way that a
struggle is carried on against the Republican and Democratic Pa*.
They are supported by a U f u l trade union bureaucracy, familiar
with and able to use the stock terms of ~Flassstnrgglc whenever
necessatg. It requires constant +mce
to understand and follow
the maneuvers of these leaders; it needs patient and continuous
e x p u r e of them and warning of workers against them.
A reformist movement which produces a clever and unscrupulous
Olson and a demagogue of the type of C o n g r m a n Shwmakcr is
not something that mn be fought successfully only by jibes and
ridicule and denunciatim--although these too have their place. There
is plenty of ammunition in the mpericnces of worken in the recent
struggle. For example, although Shoemaker and hi broomstick
wand played a role on the picket line, it was Shoemaker who was
tdling the strikers of the danger of fcdmd troop while Governor
Olson was actually mobilizing the I v s # * d G w d against the strike.
Once the attention of workers is called to such things, they understand them without difficulty.
T o work bjecrioldy, the ConwrasrGt Ptwty plul~th e membsrs
'
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iff & uPriom. It must win the best union men for the Party. Its
membets must be active in ttte daily life and struggles i f the
unions. This is an indispensable condition for strengdwning tk
labm movement against all its enernk-iidc and o u e f o r effective exposure andstnrgg~eagainst Farmer-hbr Party reformism
and betrayal, far the @tical and orgmBIUzationd
defeat of f e
TrotzIcyites ard their bureaucratic dies.

T b r m & d $ L s o f tha Adh-umh w i i l e * r m p o g r m tww if the m d w s of & C o r n 4 Pwty
who p c s it
~ we m k t d g r u i pwt of h l a k -I
bcud
w & wor&ag class w;trb tb ufihddabk h of ks ba& cmbor
w
g bfde lllKd *~
&lh.
~
If this a d i t i o n is fulfilled, the Minneapolis warking d m and
its organizations will rapidly gather and increase their for- r a y
for a new and suoxsftd offensive against the ernpIoytrsYprogram
of hunger and fascist suppression, wiIl m e a t out on the b
battlefield the &on of Trotzkvism and Farmer-Labwh-and
write a new mk heartening c h & r in the class struggle for themselves and the &tire American working e h . The Wnnwota labor
aadiHon, the recent militant st&the growing influence of the
Communkt Party, all point in this direction.

*rsI

Part 2

-

Permanent Counter Revolution
W H E N rhe first Minneapolis truck drivers' strike came to a close
last May, the Trotzkyites made high declarations about the
pre-eminent and unique" character of that strilte. They claimed it

CI

was a strike "above the
"new leadership", etc.

general run" with a "new method" and a

The results of the second strike expIaded the Trotzkyite boasts.
The actions and deeds of the Trotzkyitcs during the second truck
drivers' strikc show them, not as the "leaven of principled Communists" as they hyp~critically claim, but as a group of strikebreakers in the service of the bourgeoisie and its labor bureaucracy.
Their duplicity and opportunism surpassed that of the most corrupt
and degenerate labor bureaucrats. Every action and move of
the Trotzkyitts during this great strike bore out the statement of
Comrade StaIin that "Trotzkyism is the vanguard of the counterrevoluionary bourgeoisie".
The two Minneapolis strikes have in a concentrated and very
clear form exposed the Trotzkyite policies an the united front, on
the question of sochl-fascism, on the question of revolution, as welI
as their reformist conception of strike strategy and tactics, T o draw
lessons and canclusions, we must note the outcome of the first strike,
as we11 as examine the events and resuIts of the second strike.
At the end of the truck drivers' strike in May,the Communist
Party pointed out to the workers of Minneapolis that the settlement
was a betrayal, that victory had been snatched out of their hands by
the actions of their cowardly leadefship. The first strike settlement
made no provision for the thousands of workers who had joined the
General Drivers Union during the strike and sent back to work
without any gains the taxi drivers as well as others who had participated in sympathy strikts.
The Trotakyitis, on the other hand, boasted that the first strike

r

If this was the case, why, then, was there a
s~condstrike? One of the issues involved was the question of who
ie to represent the "inside" workera But thig was niither the chief
nor the only cause for the July &kt. In the call for the second
st&,
iasucd by the General Drivers Local No. 574, we read the
foUowing:

-was a great victory.

"The vital qecotiom of wager and hotm, which arc of life and
death mncern to our m e m k and thcir fnmilica, have becn calloudy
ignored. The right of the mion to rep-t
all i# membcra-whkh
was explicitly a g d to in the mike scttlma% havo h denied.
Seniority rula pmvidtd for in the agmmmt haw been violated by
tht majority of the the"

1
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I

I
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This statement by the union, itself, smash#i the T-tes'
claim that the first strike was a victory and proves that the aaafgsis
of the Communbr Party was nbadutelg mmn.
Twl$ryihr Hang 0 d o tha Blue Eagle

Both strikes have disclosed that the Trotzkyite attitude mar&
the N.R.A. is similar to that of the A. F. of L. bureaucracy. It
is no accident that in both strikes, the most vital qudons concerning
the workers were left to arbitration and to the N.R.A. k h board.
After the first strike, J. P. Cannon, writing in the Maant, cl&ed
that the "Stalinistsn were "slandering" the strike l e a d e r d i e t
the Minneapolis outcome was a "singular victory". He admixted,
however, certain "minor" mistakes. He wrote, for example:
"Against t h a gaina must be put down on &a other side tho
fact that the union agrotd to ~ubmittbt wage demands to arb;tion and to steept the mult~."

We have already seen &at these m d e d "minor" errors led to
the sec~ndstrike. But let &
I read what Cannon has to say further
on this.

In the mme

article, we md:

*ThThL is a =ions [Now it is no longer 'minor', but Lbig' md
krioas'-M.C.1 conccasion which the union ofiiala felt it n
w
to makc under ohe eircumslanccs in ordeE to secure the recognition of
the union and mawlidate it in tht next puiod. It b a big
don, but by m mtanr a f a d ant. It i s a c o u 6 m that has hem mwk

by manp tinionat*
I7

'

Mr. Cannon's apologetic tone cannot cover up the essence of
the question. It is the m e excuse for class coIlaboration that Mr.
Green might give, or any other labor faker, for that matter. It is
true that such concessions have been "made by many uniond', but
the kadership of such unions, unlike the Trmkyibts, never made
a pretense of being "Left revolutionists" who "fight compromise
to the death", ctc. The Trotzkyitc viewpoint amounts to the rmgnition of the f&
mnccption that h e workers secure their g a b not
through ihcir own strength and c k actions, but through cohborntion with the employers and with the governmental agencies. Oh!
says Mr. Cannon, we had to do this in order t o get "recognition"
of the union. Perhaps Mr. Cannon has heard of occasions when
the government and employers do "recognize" unions, with an
understanding, of course, that these unions arc in the service of
capitalism. There is alsa another form af recognition which results
from the strength of the w o r k e ~ to
s this fwm, Cannon 8t Ca
pretend ignorance. A few more such actions, MY,Cannon, and
President Roosevek may consider your candidacy for the labor
board and put you in proper strikabrtaking company with the
Greens, Lewises and rhe Hillmans.
When Cannon wrote the abovequoted statements, he still
talked about the "next period". The "next period" has come, and
the union, under Trotzkyitc leadership, har m c 4 again sturdmed
tht r k w r d of t k worAars to thb m m c y of mbikd'on and tht
g o o m m a t - Perhaps Mr. Cannon will once again tell the workem
to wait for the ''next prid".
The draft thesis of the Trotzkyitcrr states that:
"it would k a mistake to fa11 a prey to tbe fraudulent ideaa
a d v a n d by the Stalinists' Party that the new deal program i s a
f ~ i a program.
t
Ln the U.S. today, the potcnthlitiw of faacim exist
primarily outside o f the political state."

T h i is an ignorant and stupid defense of the elm collaboratian
policies of the Trotzkptes, and exposes their servile attitude to the
NEW Deal. In the face of rhc greatest terror unleashed against the
working clslss of the U.S., the Trotzkyites spread illusions among tht
masscs abwt the gracwusnm of the New Deal, thus disarming the
working Jass in the face of the growing elemen& of f a s c b - y w ,
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generating out of the State apparatus. For the Trotzkyh, canp u I q arbitration, government mediatws, raids on workers' headquanus exist primarily "outside the political Staten'--and General
Johnson's fasciPt ravings arc "unoffid", W e wonder if ''Marxism''
like Cannon ever heard of a "non-political Sbte"3 (Shades of
Lassalle and DeLeon.) W e wiU refer these strike-breakers to
Marx, Engels, Lenin, and Stxlin.
It is tkis the&, this line, that k put into daily practice by
the Dunnes and Skoglunds, the Trotzkyite leaders of Local 574.
In the O r g d r of August 10, the official pper of L d 574,
we read:
the

'Ycction 7-s of the Kational Indamrial Recovery Act guarantm
right of indppendent l a h r organimtion."

If there is such an explicit "guaranttt" in Section 7-a, why
all the strikes and struggles for the right to o r g a d m o t only
in Minneapolis, but everywhere in the US.?
At a mass meeting in Minneapolis, attended by thourands af
workers, Miles Dunne, one of the Trotzkyite leaders of Local 574,
:-made a declaracian that "President RooseveIt abolished the antithen

I

)*ust laws for the benefit of labor, in order to permit combination
I (of unions, to give a freer hand to industrial unions". This is a very
;erigind idea! Some other A. F. of L. bureaucrat could not gather
rhe courage to make such an ingenious statement. Under the cover
8.0f"Left" phrases, the foulest traitorous deeds arc carried out.

Thc second m c k drivers' strike did not result in victory for the
drivers, as the Trotdcyites claim. T h e drivers carried on a her*
.struggle, lasting five weeks; but in the end were chptlled to go
back to work with ao k c r e a ~ 8In wages a d &out
*&on rstogi t i o n . The most vital Fobbmr U W T ~mcc ag& Jdf t t~ m&rarion
,rind tlw Ldor B o d . Evcn the union is not secure because one
clause in the settlement provides that a vote shall be taken among
the drivers of 166 of the largest firms in Minneapolis to decide
whcther they want to be represented by Local 574 or by other
rcpresc~:tatives, which means the company union. T h e right of the
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workers to determine their own organization io surrendered in scction 7 of the agreement which turns over the conduct of the dectim to the employen and the regional Iabor board. The result af
the election (the workers in more than half the firms rejected
L d 574) confirms the statement of the Communist Party, District 9, hat:
aS~cbelcctiom are u d to drive out the worked trade Unions
and to introduce company unionim with the direct help of tbc
N l d . machinery. T k k md rrnion recop'Fion fur 4 ' c A t
h

l&iksrr Aso. basrr pghhggw

Section 5 of the settlement specifidly states that rht he'de workers shall return to work "but they shall not b t eligible to vote in the
election as called for in paragraph 7 hereof". This is a d e d m of
the inside workers. Recognition is allowed to them in only 22 firm*
The young workers and temporq workem were also deserted by
the statement in p r a p p h 8:
'*It in u n d d that the minimum wagw htreia rpecified do not
apply to bop temporarily rmplopd on mall @age
deLivery
t d q and they ahall not be wbmittcd to arbitration?'

This hits the young workers empIoycd by the biggest d c p m e n t
stores. The question of rehiring k subjcct to a prefenntial list.
This list is to bc compiled by the employers. Already di9crimination is raking place b g h the claim of the basat8 that there is "no
employment for all," at the present h e .
It would be wrong to deny that the Minnapolb truck drivers,
as well as the workers generally in that city, put up a milibnt struggle ~r that there were moments when the strike reached a high stage
which could bavc developd into a general h e but for the leadership which sei itself up a3 a wall to head off the militancy of the
masses.
But the Minneapolis strike never reached thc height of the
Sam Francisco strike. The difference was caused by the fact that
in San Francisco there were leaders like Bridges, who struggled
militantly against the labw bureaucracy and against the capitalists,
while in Mimeapolik, the Trodcyites surrendered completely to
the Farmer-Labor Party and the A. F. of L. bureaucracy.

i
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T r d d y i f a Hang O h Gat-Taik of Otron
T h e Trotzkyites mock at the Communist conception of socialfascism. This position of the Trotzkyites naturally leads to thcu
belief in the theory of the "lesser evil". This outlook is rcspollsl'blt
for what tmk place in Minneapolis. If the theory that ddemocracy develops into social-fascism is wrong, then it is justifiable
to form a united front with Governor Olson and the Farmer-Labor
Party, as well as the labor bureaucrats. T
his the Trotzkyires did.
In bath strikes they became an appendage m the plitim and netions
of the Farmer-Labrites and the bureaucrats of the Minneapolis
Cenud Labor Union.
During the first strike, thE Communist Party pinted out ia &cia1 statements and in a series of d d c s by Bill Dunne, that if the
strikers arc to be victorious and win their d c ~ n a n d ~the
, role of Governor Olmn must be exposed. But rht Trotzkyites united with
O h . They resorted to the vilest d i s t o h to c m r up th&
alliance with Olson. They said that the StalinisPD d h :
V h e essential object should have been thc ovenbrow of the state
government."

J. P. Cannon, writing in the July N s ~I n t m m M , a r m
that such ideas:
U. . . have a logical msaaing only to oae who commad tho dtaation as revolutionary and nimed at i a w r d o n . Wo, of eorult,
uc for tbe revolution. But not d a y , in a &glt city."

It is very difljcdt to meet tvcry siily argument of people who
are artists at the game of distortion. The Communists never put
forward the program of revolutionary insurrection during the Minneapolis strike. These nightmarcs originate in the heads of thc
Trobkyitcs and in the capitalist press. The capitahst prtss went the
Trmkyitcs one better; they even predicted the day of the Communist uprising for August 16, It must hart k n very disappointing to the gutter press, as well as to the T r d Y ; m , that the uprising
did not take p'laec a t 10:OO a.m. on the day "d'.
But it d its
purpasc, Gwrrnor Olson utilimd this material, furn;ahed by a g e
j b m m c m , as evidence before the Federal Court, in order w rtt*in
martia law in Minnaaplia
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During the first strike, Governor Olson mobilized the National
Guard, holding it in readiness in case of necessity. The working
class of Mhcapolis became suspicious of this action. But the labor
fakers and the Trotzkyitm mured the workers that they had nabing to fear from the NationaI Guard, that Governor OIson had
mobilized the troops "for thc protection of the workers". This deception was in part responsible for allowing Olson to break the
backbone of the second strike.
Despite the brutality of the Minneapolis police, the workers were
on the offensive, and the mass picket lines succeeded in tying up a11
truck transportation. Only after Governor OIson had sent in the
National Guard, did trucks begin to run as of normal, and pickcting
stopped. Governor O b n inaugurated a military permit system,
w that before the suikt was over, 15,000 truck were running
under protection of troops, The militia dispersed all picketing. Hundreds of the most militant strikers were thrown into the stockade.
Did the Trotzkyite leadership mobilize the labor movement to fight
for the most elementary rights of the workers? Absolutely nut!
When Governor O h n raided the union headquarters and the Central Labor Union ofice, the rank and file was aroused and demanded
action, there was a cry for spreading the strike, for a general strike.
T h e Trotzkyites were compelled to react to the m o d of the rnaases
and give lip service to the general strike, But their lip scrtrice, too,
did not last very Iong. The leaders of the Central Labor Union,
Crarner, Weir and others, ordered the Trotzkyites tu keep quiet
ahout Governor Ohon or they wouId have nothing to do with the
strike. The labor fakers demanstrated their dis'~tisfactionwith the
Trotdtkyites' "forgetfulness" by refusing to appear at a big mass rnUy
at the Parade Grounds. The TrotzScyites were v ~ r yquick in apnlogizing and in proving once again their loyalty to Olson and rhe 1,tbr
bureaucracy. 1n return for their promise, the labor takers agreed tn
serve on the so-called union advisory committee.
Albert Godman, a renegade from Communism, expelled hjo the
Chicago District, acted as "labor" attorney for the truck drivers
during the strike. He appeared before a mass meeting on August 6
and made the statement that he believed Governoi. Olson was not
a\iaare of the raid on the union headquarters. Thece words as,42

tonghed the thousands of listeners who only a few days before had
read statements issued by Governor Olson h I f , justifying the
mid an the mion headquarters. The labor burtaucmeg also justified
the raid by daimiag that O h n wanted to demonstrate that "the
workers kept no stom of arm, but W P ~ Claw abiding citkns".
Olson's prc-arranged gesturE in raiding the Citizens Alliance ofire
dlawed the fakers and the T-b
to continue to spread lies
about the 'cimprdality" of the gavemr. The T r o w t c s even
went further than the A. F. of f. leaders. They openly mted
that this was a move of Olson to the "Left" and that as long as
he continued to movc in this direction, they would support lrim 100
per cent. This mtclment was made by Godman before 20,001)
workers on August k t the tine when hundreds of ranlrand-file
pickets were king held in the stockade, senten~cdto hard labor, and
when picketing was mpletely prohibited.
The Tromkykp5 and the union leadership of Local 574 did
cooperate 100 per cent with Olson. During the last two weeh of
the strike there was absdutely no picketing, by order of the union
Ieadership. They i n d e d into the minds of the worken the belief
that Olson wotlld help them win the strike. Every time Qlsan
executed a new maneuver with his mlimry juggling, the Dunna
and Skdunds created new illusions. It was not enough to urge
tht workers to & p a d on Governor Olson (the strikers, were beginnmg to sce things in their proper light). They, therefore, resorted
to telling the workers that "it is impossible to picker in the face of the
wc8pons of the militia". This is very familiar talk. IVt meet
with it every time we run up against traitom w h want to charm
tbe working class. Social-democracy uses similar arguments in order
to prevent the working class from revolutionary action. We might
remind the "ntw militants" that the workers of Taledo fought
bravely even against the militia and we may add that the workof Kofilcr, Wisconsin, condnrrtd their mass picketing in the face of
militia. The workers in t h m places were probably farmmate in
nuz having a ''revolutiomry 1cadcd;p" of the Trutz9cgite variety.
Trmhkyi)er for Mertiil l a w
In the camp of the capitalist clm, there wm divergence
of opinion about the best methods to use in breaking the
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&kc.
There was also the politid situation in the State, The Republicans snd a st&
of the employers' group did everything p
srilc to embarrass O h ,to create the impmsion that he was not
fighting hard enough against the strikers. The Citizens' Allimcc
(the organization of the employers) believed that it was p d i l e
to break the strike with the l d policc forces and appealed to the
federal court for an injunction to lift martial law.
Bmuse of this dtuation the Trotzkyites tried to create the
impreion rhat n How a t the Farmer-Lab Party and Olson %
a blow at tbt workers. They W e d thc fate of the strikers with
that of Olson. This conception covers up the fact that the chief
class forces were the workers on m c side and the baurgeoisie ineluding Olson on the oahcr. T o place the problem differentry
wwld mean that the tmploycrs were more interested in fighting
O h n than delivering a blow against the working class. This is
a gross distortion of dass relationships.
Every worker in MinneapIk knew that martial law was breaking the strike. What should L v e been the attitude of the strike
leaders on this question? They should have fought mmt militantly
for the lifting of martial law, not through the process of injunction,
but by m m presure and rnam action. The motive of the b m in
trying to secure an injunction should havc been cxpJained, but the
role of Olson should also have been exposed. The Trotzkyitc
leadership of h I 574 bad a different view. At fint they claimed
in the O r g h of A u p t 10 :
'Weare net primarily concerned with this arEumwt between the
of mum, prefct the taciia of
governor and the W, T h e
bloody Mike."

This means that martial law does not "concern" the union, dthough martial law was breaking the strike. Secondly, the union
leadtrship indicated that they had a preference for bayonets of
Ohn's troops to that of bloody Mike (chief of police Johannes).
More than that, the O r g h continues the defense of O b n
and martial law in the following words:
ICAfew houn after Olson, suecnrnbing to the prcwun of thc
a r a n ~ dm a w in Minnmpolis and the whole State, interfeed with
14
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d trucking opmtiow by the simple expedient of withdrawing
miIitarg protation from them, thc b birsd thtmdvg a brig&
of high-powered attomgr and applid for an

This sratement contains

Iie when it claims that
from the scab trucks". At
the time that this mtemcnt was written, there were 11,000 trucb
in operation--and a few days later, there were 15,000.
It takes the T-es,
however, to put tbig question on a
"higher plane". Albert Goldman once again gave a d v h to Olson.
In tho same specch where he defended O h ' s mid on the union,
a dowmght

O h "withdrew military proeon

he told Olson that he should follow the f e p s of Debs ( 1 !),
who, "when an injunction was s e n d upan him defied ae
l injunction''.
What a mockery of history! Debs went to j d defying
an injunction against &c worken; Mr. Goldman urga & friend,
Governor Olson, to retain m d law even though it b n h the
&kc!
The cart sustajncd the rule of mads! law. What wsra the
reaction of the labor laden to this? The M h + L
J o d on
August I 1 stated:
UUnioa leaden t3uoogbot1t the city ex@
t h d w without
h ~ with
d tbc ducihm."

rtaervation as highlp p

Another hbor Ieader, the head of the milk drives' union, Pat
Corcaran, a member of the union a d h y c
d
, said:
"The de&m ism law and order in thc city and p e t r
violcnce a the ncpotiPtom continue ic ~liberntioa~"

The prrsident of Local 574 is a man by rhc name of WiIliam
He
Brown. He is a recently found 'cleadcr" of the Trot+.
is the example af the "new militants'', say the Cannons and Schacbtmans. Let us listen to this new T r o w i t e remit:
p l e a d to e the golotmoi~band upheld
' W e arr
in his d h t i m of martial law and I believe that the d&m
t n i to the devclopmmt of d t i m m l a y i o tod &b &
.
n

This statement errprades even the fakc pper 4 t
Trotzkyies offered to mruzial law. The fruit of the
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policy, their coIlaboratian with the Farmer-Labrite, is shown in the
stortcment by another labor leader, Clifford HaU, who said:
"l am glad the strikers will not have to resume picketing."

This is the result of the Trotzkyite argument that the militia
is in Minneapolis to help the strikets and that they therefore "do
not have to resort to pickctimg".
70 Cover Up the Strike-Breaking Role of the Stab
T o cover up such crude strike-breaking, the Trotzkyites must
find some theoretical defense. In such case, it is advisable to spout
some phrases ahwt "class relatianships" in order to justify their
attachment to Governor Olson. "Theoreticiaas" of the Trotzky
camp, therefore, have come to the following conclusion:
"TIlc Farmer-Labor governor of Minnesota is prurscd betwccn
two warring campe--betwecn tht workers and the capital*
repmnad by Local 574 and by the Citizens' Alliance, Whoever exem
the greatest pressure wiIl force this radical petty bourgeois to nItcr

his course."

People must be either blind to believe this or, as in this case,
must be willful traitom in order t o spread the illusion among the
workers r h t it is possible to utiIize the baurgeois State apparatus
for the benefit of the working class. Do the Trotzkyites mean to
imply ha what we have in Minnesata is a "petty bourgeois State"
-not a capitalist State? Here they are using the same arguments
as the social-democrats who claim that f&
is a petty bourgeois
movement, not a weapon of monopoly capital. They point to the
social base of this movement and confuse it with its content. The
Trotzkyites tried to do the same thing in relation to Minneapolis.

That the Farmer-Labor Party receives its support from workers md
farmers does not: alter the fact that in esence the Farmer-Labor
Party is a capitalist party; that, in modem society, the petty bouigeaisie docs not play an independent role and the State apparatus
is not a weapon of the petty bourgeoisie, but of the big capitalists to
whom the petty bourgeoisie is attached. It makes little difference to
thc workers whether a petty bourgeois individual executes the
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urders of the capitalist cIass or a member of the big bourgeoisie.
The mdts of the strike-breaking acts of the State are the same.
The Trotzkyites, however, to the very h i t moment, tried to save
the face of Governor 0 h n as an "individual". Hugo Oehler,
writing in the August 11 Mait&, still sheds tears about "the most
honest and sincere" man who "desires to help the working h".
He would like to save Governor Olson from himself. He pities
the poor petty bourgeois radical who, irrespective of his "god intentions", is compelled to do things he docs not want to do. The
Trotzkyites will not state that some "supernatural" forces urged
Governor Olson to commit h i sttlkobreaking actions, Perhap
there is a "Mamian" argument for this? Messrs Cannon and
Scha&tman, if you lack "philosophical" tcrminolagy, ask Max
Eastman or Sidney Hook-they will give you a hand.
AU of this Trotzkyite strike-breaking activity has for its purpose
the dependence of the workers, not upon their own forces and
strength, but upon the good will of this or that burgeois plitician.
This is class cd~aboration.

Red Scare

I.

H w docs it happen that the Trotzkyites were able to amme
leadership of the truck drivers' union and of the s t n i ? If we were
to believe Cannon, everything was "planned and organized". Nowever, a closer exam'mtion of the problem reveals that the Trowites were able to r b e the leadership bccaust they surrendered to the
labor bureaucrats of the A. F. of L. and by organizing the w o r k 3
not on the bash of struggle for their demands and against capitalism,
but by appealing to the mast backward ideology of the workers.
T h e Trotzkyites did not hesitate to praise the New Deal, to wave
the flag and to open each meeting with the singing of the Star
Spangled Banner. In the Maitmt of August 25, we read:
F r b , the cry of Communist tore o d ~ e pbale in the miit
front. In Minneapolis, it was a compIetc dud. The leadere faced
the issue qaarcIy. They did not rush into print dcnying thcu ammations. Nor did they shout their opinions to the wide world."

Yes, they "did not shout their opinions to the wide world".
They did everything possi'blc to oqanize an anti-Red hysteria.

Groups of misled workem and henchmen of D u n e and Shgtund
were organid to beat Communists,to tear Communist leaflets out
of thc hands of workerr.
But t h y did -thing
~ s d k
to &l
i B d y . The
greatat calamity that could have happened to them would have been
for some one outside of the employers to accuse them of being
Communists. In their p p r , the Org&,
they tried to laugh the
Communist issue away.
Here is a sample of the way the Trmkyitcs dealt with thc
Red issue. In a leaflet issued by Locals 5 74 and 120 to the petroleum
workers, we find the following statement:
"Don't allow the Red Scare to keep you from coming to thk
If we were 'Reds' and lCommunW, why bavcnyt we
pulled the petroleum indumy out on strike where a large pan of our

meeting.

o m t i o n i s ? For thc reawn that tbt oil cornpania haw scm fit
to negotiate wag- and conditions for you?

We must agree with the Trotzkyites that they arc not Communists, for if Communism were at the head of Local 574, they
would not send their own mtmbers to scab while a part of their
mcmkrship was out on strike. J. W. Lawson, secretary of the
Minnwta State Federation of Labor, delivered a speech over the
radio, in which he told the employers that if they would pint out
any Cornmunipits in t h e A. F. of L. or in Local 574, thew would be
immediately expelled from the union. Did the Trotzkptca r a h
any cbjcction to this statement? On the contrary, they printed a
praking summary of Lawm's speech in the O r g h and convcnicntly omitted this @on.
At the Minnwota State Federation of Labor Convention, heId
at International Fallp on August 22, the Communist Party dism'burtd a leafla txpo&ng the strike-breaking role of Olson. Thin leaflet aroused the fury of the labor bureaucracy. Mr. Lawson agaia
issued a statement which was printed in the Minneapolis press. He
foamed a t the mouth and cried:
"1 want to put this organization on record as having no rapnueibiIity whatever for distribution of incendiary litemtm and I
to d
l on the leadem of the legitimate labor movement to drive this
element out of the hails in which they hold their meetingan
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No f a d a t could make a better statement than this lackey of
Governor O h who is disguised as a labor leader. Local 574 smt
a delegation to this convention. What did they have to say h u t
rhis proposal of Lawson? William Brown, president of Lmal 574,
got up and wconded the motion of Lawson and then tried to p
the thing over by reducing it to an absurditp. He said:
"If t b q [thc Commnatts] h that their n m w

were even m

much as mentioned hcrc, thcy wodd hold a rally of their whole 70
ignore them.''
munbem in M h p o k end hail a victory. Let

the issue +y",
says the M
Servile lackeys are never securc in their pition.
cringe btforc their rnaskrs, the greater the dangtr

Thh is "facing

h t .
Thc more thcy
of losing favor
with their masters. The T-tcs
played their role in the strike.
They helpd to protect Governor Olson. It stems, however, that the
labor bureaucracy feels that thcy no longer need the Trot.lhgitc&
They have therefore begun a campaign to give the Trotha boot.
William Green sent in a reprwentatme of the Executive Camcil of thc A. F. of L., Pad Smith, to begin this "purging" p e o e ~ .
The first thing Mr. Smith did was to seprate the g d i n c d o n
empIoytes from L d 574 and organize them into a separate l d
with a charter direct from the Executive Cound. The Trohave been shouting about the fact that they have built an industrid
union in Minneapolis, that they take no orders from Green or
Olson. But no one ever saw a more whrpped bunch of traitors than
thc Trotzkyites when this act was committed. They allowed this
to pass by without a word of p r o m
At the Minnesota State Federation of Labor Convention, W m ,
Shoenberg, one of the leaders, droppd a s i g n X a t phrase. He said
that h c settlement of the general d h ' strike would be followed
"by an aftermath within the organization". In othcr words, the
ground is being prepared to oust the Dunncs and the Skoglunds,
whose services arc no longer required. Let Mr. Cannon shout himself hoarse about the 'liberal construction" of the A. F. of L.
unions and its "compensated advan~gcs",etc. The Trotzkyitts by
th~iranti-Communist activity sowed the wind and they are reaping
a whirlwind. We might add here that tbe m i h t workem, tm,
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have accounts to settle with them, but for different reasons than
those of the A, F. of L.burcaucraq.
Strike S a f e g y and Tadics

I

The Trotzkvites wish to make the labor movement believe that
the tactics and Grategy pursued by them in the MinneapIis suikcs
deserve to be duplicated eIsewhere. Cannon, in the July number of
the New i f t ~ f i o wsap:
~ ,
"Policv, method, leadershiptheat wcre the determining factors
Mionmpolis which the aspiring warkcn cvcqwhere ought to study
-nd follow.'*
Those that aspire to defeat the working class surely will utilize
the Trotzkyites' method as an example, but the revolutionary workers will reject their example. The MinneapIis strike did not reach
the high phase that was reached by the Toledo, San Francko, or
Milwaukee strikes. In San Francisco, because of the militant Left
wing, it was p i b l e far a long period of time to fight off the
reactionary A. F. of L. bureaucracy and the employers, and to
realize the general strike. The strike was broken because of the
at

direct treachery of the A, F, of L. bureaucracy. I n Toledo, the
A. F. of L. Gaden had to maneuver for man; days before'they
could betray the *ntiment for general strike which was endorsed
by nearly 90 locals. In Milwaukee, too, the Federated Trades
douncil -was cnrnpeIfed to vote for a 48-hour general stnike just
before the carmen's strike was called off. In Minnea~olis.
, however.
t i c Trotzkyites.
,
. in alliance with the labor bureaucracv and Governor Olson, never aIlowed the zntimeat for a gen&l strike to
develop to a point where it could be realized. First of all, they
prevented their own members from joining the truck drivers' strike;
&condly, even two weeks before thi striki settlement, they sent the
taxi drivers hack to work without any gains. Only a weak attempt
was made to Pull the St. Paul drivers out on strike. The A. F. of L.
bureaucrats, through parliamentary trickery, prevented the strike.
The Trotzkyires, in this case too, gave up for fear of displeasing
the fakers or going over their heads.
The Communh Party, District 9, saw that the strike was in
danger of being broken, that the only thing that would save the

.
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strike would be a renewal of mas picketing and a spreading of the
mike. The Party put forward the folluwjng propmala to the union

membership:
LciUlmembetg of

atall be called afi dw jobs they haw been
ma^ ~ d-4 t
k W.
PCommirtemof from 20 tn 50 d r i w mwt k o g a n i d to vidt

sent to,and $ck&g

574
om

*

dl 1-1

1
I
I

union%shops, factwies, a barns, u m n p 1 o d organizations and all workua' o p n k t i o n s to adr thw worbem to lay
down took and join ns in the fight, which is thn Bght of the w b l e
labor movement a g a h tht C i k n a AUiaaee,
"In order to unite the whole kbor movement bchind the drivtra,
ht us call irnrn~dkotlya
r ~ # f m 4th
h rcpzepeqtatives from d I&r oaioaq shops, fam*
and dl orher wmkmg
c h orgmiwions, nncmplopi and smployd. This Conference
l u l l dacide the qnmioa of a g m d M e , with the object to bgbt
for the righe d the workera tb join unim of their a m &ice,' for
the right to picket, fw f d m o f upmh aad auwnbhge, t, m
lease of our brotlrus in t h c g t d d r snd fdtkLSftingof dl
dq r e g u f i n e , which threatem to break the .&kc, We srrn
Edara frwff &a -'me
J Sim Pvmmko, that under PbE l d m h i p
of militant wrkm such Biidgec* thh mu be done. The wccm
of mch a movemmt is urrqumion~bleif tht Committee of I Ob ma
dechively, bmka dl connmions wkh the rgen& of Wmn."

*

Tb$ statement eorrtdy pointed out that under rhe leadersh'i
of Communists, and not fakers like the Dunne brothers, these aep
wouId have been taken a long time ago, and rhc strike would haye
been won.
These p r o p d s met with great rrspanse from the union memhrship--so much w , that the Trotzkyite IeadeAip was compklled to
begh once again to give lip service to the pncrd m i . They
adopted a very weak resalutim, appdhg to the labor movement for
a 24-hour general strike and also issued a very weak stapEment m
the Minnesota State Federation of Labor, h o w h g weU enough
that the labor burtaucracp, the friends of Olson, would not ctldorse such a mave. Even during the last week of the st&@, it was
still possiIt to organize w movement for general strike, but this
could have been accomplished only over the heads of the leaders
of the Central Labr Union, which, of m a , tbe TP-bites
also would not dare to do. This is how they m t e d the problem:
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% view of the conurttd attadc on L a d 574 by all thc form
of capid, ilabor r d y to bring i~o m rcmvw into action?
Tbptbthequdon T h e a n s w e r ~ $ m # , m i r A c k r W r ~ o f
o q p h d b r in W i n n a p o h and w a d , with the rank and file
of the individual u h t u with whom he power of deckion t l w

(&g&,

A ~ g t u t18, 1934.)

Here again the Trotdqitts showed their true c o l a If rhe
answer rtsts "first with the leaders", there ncnr could be a general
&trike;the Tro&yitcs knew this as well as anyone else, However,
thcg pu@y
stated the question in this manner kcawe they, tm,
wue not interested in r d z h g a general strike as was proposed
by the Communist Party.
There w e n many l a d unions that were intcrcsttd in initiating
such action. They were only waiting for a call from Local 574.
In fact, rank-and-fde A. F. of L. group in some locals did propose
wch a motion, Naturally, this was verp difficult because the mcmhrship of the l d would say, you ask us to join in a sympathetic
and general saikt, but the local most ~riouslyinvolved refto
initiate such action. More than
WE arc asked to join in a sympathetic strike while h i r own membership is kept at wor-bhing
upon thmr own brothtrs. Thh Prgllznent was hard to meet; only
the mast cmsch of worken could answer atisfactorily why such
action must be taken in spite of the l e a d d i p of 574. But the re%ponsibility for such reaction was u p n the shoulders of ?he Trotzkyitt
leadership.
W e notice that the T
*
spwrt phrases about "nservw".
The Cannons and the Scfiachtmans, as well as the Dunnc brothers,
in this case, show c.r*nplete ignorance of the mest elernenmy principles of strikc strategy and
At the time they $routed about
the necessity to call out "r#icr~ts", thc soilce was already in itb fifth
week, with the backbone broken. We may &: was it not somewhat
late to begin d i n g for rmtrvcs at itch a time? Why did you
refuse and stand in the way of a h g out the reserves when it was
pai'ble to do so, when it was p s i i t ta realize even the general
strike and bring victory, not only to the drivers of L d 574, but
to the labor movement of Minneapolis? Beaust you T r o w s
were not interested in mobilizing such action.
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The Trotzkyk want to make the workera believe that they arc
rbc hearnation of "modern" strike strategy and taceics. W e beliwa
that any honest worker who has been a member of a trade union
for a period of time cwld teach these Unsw militants" a thing or
m a abour strike strategy and mctics. Every w w h knows that
when you bargain with a boss, you must be w f u l not ta surrender
your b a n d s in tbe first d W o n , that you have to stick by the
demands, that a c&
is given only in the last resort, when there
is no other way out. What did the Tmleadanhip of Local
574 do? In the very kginning of the strike, they surrendered dl
the original demands, including the pint on w a p , and endorsed
the b D u m i g a n propads. The tmpbytrs, n a W y , took advantage of this situation. The Trotzkyitm hung on the coat-&
of Haas, even when h i priest, acting as a gmnmtnt m&m, bad
already h d f repudiated his own p r o d The mediatoo,
knew that thc union leadershq was weak-kneed.' They therefart
threw overboard the a r i M Haas-Dunaigan propah and pmpmd
a new set of ps+
which won tbe endomment of the employm. These pro&
of course, wcrc a little too cmb; they dtmnndcdthptthcgrikceurc,htdbc&nhcLmacrt,u~
strikers who W participated in "violence" during the
ThiP
mcmt black-fig the m~ active wwhrs. Wad the T r m w
accepted this propal, they would have been doomed and crushed by
thc rank and a e . They, theref ore, began to mmwm to modify
this p r o p l , and the agreement which they h d y accegtad was
d y a modification of the wigind plan ptoposcd by the Chhns'

&.

Cannon, in deahg with the problem of s d e stttlament, says:
'Tbim u little to go by in the way of pxtviom experimce ti
aid the modera milittnta in dEttrmining how and when to e t t l e
Their p r d m ad not sale any."

The world btgan with the birth of Mr. Cmm; md thm were
" ~ & d " until the T
appeared u p the

no s@#i

WeWnotwasteanytimetoconvhathcac~thrrtthwt
were strikes before hey k a m e faplow as strikc-breakts, and that
there were setcltmcnk before they ''settledn Mianmpolia.

!.
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Shortcomings and Tasks of fhe CP.

In dealing with the role of the Communist Party during the
strikes, we cannot help but state that the Parry was trailing behind
events. The Party did not prepare for the acond strike. One gets
the impression that the Party depended too much upon spontaneity,
waiting for thing to happen. Comrade StaUn pohb out that the
theory of spontaneity is opportunism, that it is a denial of the role of
the Party as thc leader of the working c h , that it means &ng
the line of least mistance.
During thE fint strike, the Party was able to link itself up with
the strikers, to participate actively in picketing and even to lead in
the battle of the Market, which has since become famous, However,
even in the first strike, the Party worked chiefly from the outside.
Thwt was no organized Party f mction or rank-and-file oppprmtion
p p within Gineral Drivers Local 574. In the period between
the first and second strikes, the chief taslrs of the Party should have
been the building up of a strong Communist fraction and rank-andfile group. But this was not done. Thus, the Party during the
second strike again found itself as an ouside force.
T h e slogans and demands put forward by the Party were gcne d y correct md helped to mobilize the masses in support of &c
truck drivers; but the Party could have been much more effective
if it had carried on work inside the local union. This gave -the
Trotzkyltc Iudtrship the opportunity ra raise the cry of "outsidcra".
The Party was the only organization that came forward openIy and
clearly in expasing the role of Olson and the relation of the Trotzkyites to the Farmer-Labor Rny. Yet we must state that there was
a tendency to hesitate in exposing the Trotzkyite Iocal leadership
more sharply. The Minneapolis membership is a new membership.
Tts ideoIogica background is still low; it can be said that thia accounted for a certain dump in activity during the Iattcr part of the
strike. It was brought out in many uni!s that many Party members
did not understand the p o l i d differences between the CommuniPts
an& the c o u n t o r - r e v o l u ~ yTrotwtes. Because of thi$ there
was a tolerant attitude on .the part of even some Party memkrs
inside Local 574 towards the Trotzkyitcs. These comadcs, insttad
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putting forward ot dcat Communist p i h , allowed & d m

a be swept along by mass s d r m ~ t .
A & titrike situation d c ~ n d smore from tbc Party th*n
&wing &d
n o d time Hawewer, the Party was not prcpared for such a *&n.
P-Iy
wben the functionlrrics a d
tIet lowr P z q o t g a & a h should haw? u d b d 'theutmosr Miathe, tbcy failed m wpd. True, it wa ,diflimJt ecr mark in h e
$aceof martid Iaw =din the faced tkqg&Communiw(frive
&don
by tkeTrdzk+s, butCmmuaWmusthd waysad
mearrsofcarrgingthrough~~
Tlwrsmou*lrhesi#b
when it c m c to the &'bution of -."m
h-& wm
==@d- u*mttaMdiaqmcssrfrwiar~mpeCk
Tcchw
were dm badly neglcchd The
far 6 ri
situation resrs squarely u p the shoddm d!th It*
d
I
. W& 9. T k c was too much of a mndeae m.i#uPoader ht die
face of martial law. It was only towads &-ad d rhb ,db
h t a t t e m p were made to hold dernmskrathrd nkh CPmmunk
slqgaq d+
the Nsbsnpl Guard
Anothtr weakness & c l d in the s t t l i was the f&W W & ~ C
izt and invdve the unmphytd. It is true that the ,-&d
at thb bghnhg af the second strike dikuny rrr d c r
, a d miidxi9 arid were wned down by the T r w l e e
But &e unemployed should have been invalved d+
the TJ. k This was done in the Srst strike, and could hpt been repa@
. durkigthp sacond suika.
.Here, hocver, we must note that eves in the k
t .dk
,*
pgrciciportion
of
the
unemployed
was
not
utilized
.to
in:fw
d&
'
8tTigELg with the dogam of the P m y . We may o m - gh,-thr,
q a h n whether the unemployed, akhough mobikd $ the
did not k t a mere adjunct ,under A, F. of L. md T
hdtrahip, *giving
Up b &&tg
tha #- h e ,
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a n d d m to Be Draw from fhs Shb

,

Local 574. Thcrc isentiment for such a movement after this
lawst betrayal. The workers are beginning to learn through their
own experiences of the traitorous deeds of the Dunne brothers.
Secondly, the P a q apparatus must be educated and organized to
aci more decisively during extraordinary situations, both techically
and ideologically.
Discussions should be organized in the units and dasses set up
to educate the membership in elementary principles of Mam'smLeninism. W e must make our *tion on the FarrnerLabor Parry
clear. Governor Olson and the Fanner-Labor Party have lately
increased their demagogy about establishing the cccoopt~tivecammonwedth". It ig neceggary that we expose thi fraud. This can
be done by placing in opposition to the fake "corporate commonwealth" our slogan of a ad rerevolutionary workers' and farmers'
government-the dictatorship of the proletariat. In the literature
issued by our comrades during the mi,this was neglected. Even
the sratemtnt issued by the District Committee analyzing the stnlrc
betrayal, while being generally correct, fa& to bring out t h e political conclusions, This problem is important in every district; but
in Minnesota, where the Fnrmer-Labor Party is in power, thii
ie especially impwtant.
The Minneapolis svike should further make us realize that
when the Party as P conscious force is mGng, even the best intentions and policies remain scraps of paper. Finally, District 9 must
build i
e base in the Twin Citieq and must not lean too much on
the agrarian outside wctioas. It is this failure to crystallize a base
in the Twin Cities that is respomi'ble for the failure of the Party
membership to respond mom d e J a y during the stnlre. This will
be clear to us when, we understand what Lmin taught us about the
hegemony of the proletariat. If the Pa- would derive its strength
from the prolemiat in the Twin Cities, the Digtrict as a whole
wiIl be stronger and will be able to give leadership to the tailing
farmers as wcfl.
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